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1. Introduction
When the Slovak Republic became independent on 1 January 1993 two years of
intensive economic reform had already passed - all within the framework of
the now dissolved Czechoslovak Federative Republic (CSFR). Slovakia is thus
interesting sinte it inherited an economic reform which it only to a limited ex-
tent had taken part in formulating. Reform had so far been concentrated on lib-
eralisation, macroeconomic stabilisation and privatisation. As a consequence of
the federal privatisation programme (see section 4) Slovakia on the eve of inde-
pendence also had 2.579 million people waiting for the disbursement of shares
from the first wave of voucher privatisation which ended on 22 December 1992.
This fatt  was both the reason and basis for the emergence of stock-markets
during 1993.

In neo-classical literature the capital market and stock-market are described
as being almost “perfect” markets in the sense of providing good information to
the economic actors and having low transaction costs, or at least as being the
markets that most closely resemble the neo-classical ideai. A geographical area
where this, even less than elsewhere, does not hold is the “emerging markets” of
Central Europe 1, so also in Slovakia. In Slovakia the situation is such that the
country already has four, more or less functioning, markets for stocks/securities.
Three of them are official, that is the Bratislava Stock Exchange, Bratislava
Options Exchange and RM-System. A remarkable fatt is that the three together
only account for lo-15%?  of the volume traded; the remaining 8590% is traded
in an unofficial manner,  i.e. “off-market”3. A great deal of hope has also been
put in the development of the stock-market, not least as a medium for corporate
govemance, i.e. a market-oriented system resembling the Anglo-American  -
something that makes it an even more interesting object of study.

The aim of this paper is to analyse the functioning of the Slovak stock-
market with respect  to one important feature associated with the existence of a
functioning stock-market, that is: to provide a principal, with the power to con-
tro1 or influence, for joint-stock companies. The basic problem is to provide a
mechanism whereby a principal can make the agent att in accordance with his
own objectives. The ideal set-up would be one where it is in the agent’s own
interest to att in congruence with the priorities of the principal - a situation
which is more rare than tommon.  However, it should be kept in mind that this is
orrly one of four basic functions associated with the stock-market, that is4: to
establish share prices, and thereby an evaluation of Company performance; to
provide risk capita1 for the Company; to encourage risk-taking and investment
by spreading the risk; and finally, to correct managerial failure through corpo-

1 In the following the term Central Europe is used with respect to Poland, Hungary, the Czech
Republic and Slovakia.
2 Walter (1994),  [interview].
3 According to some Observers the volume is even more than 90%,  see Finantial Times
Survey, Dec. 16, 1994, p. 11.
J See Mayer (1994),  p. 179.



rate control. All of these are naturally important and Will be touched upon in the
final assessment of the Slovak stock-market and the conclusions, but below the
main focus Will be on the last one.5

The question posed is part of a more complex one, i.e. what system of
corporate governance is evolving, or about to evolve, in Slovakia, a market-
system or a bank-system (for definitions see section 3.3)? In a normative per-
spective the question is about who has the best ability to restructure, finante  and
run the firms6? This makes it necessary not only to distuss the role and
functioning of the stock-market per se, but also to describe and distuss the role
of the banks and other finantial intermediaries. Even though the paper primarily
is about control of companies rather than financing and restructuring, it Will be
necessary to distuss control through finante.

In order to provide a general background,  a short exposition of the structure
of ownership inherited from the era of socialism Will begin the paper. Thereafter
follows a discussion of some points regarding the principal-agent problem and
the question of corporate govemance, where alternative solutions for corporate
govemance Will be highlighted. This theoretical framework Will be discussed  in
the light of the specific situation and needs of the transfornring economies of
Central Europe. The possibilities and limitations of the stock-market to provide
such a new regime Will be discussed. A description of the characteristics of the
Slovak stock-market Will follow, constituting the major part of the paper. This
description  Will begin with an overview of which type of owners the large-scale
privatisation pursued with the help of investment coupens  (vouchers) has
brought for the Slovak economy - the role of the banks Will be an integral part
of this. Finally an attempt Will be made to evaluate the Slovak stock-market in
general and with respect to its role in corporate govemance, and also point to the
possible policy-implications of the current state of affairs.

2. Ownership in communist Central Europe - the point of
departureT
At the focus of our attention is ownership and how it is enforced.  The basic idea
about property  rights is that it is “a method of assigning to particular individuals
the ‘authority’ to select, for specific goods, any use from an nonprohibited elass
of uses.*” ”Use” here includes not only the everyday use, for example decisions
about production, but also refers more to rights in general, for example the
rights to the residua1 from the use of a good. These rights can be divided in three
types, usus, fructus  and abusus  where, taking the example of a finn, usus is the
right to decide about production,  fructus is the right to/responsibility for profit
or loss, and abusus  is the right to capitalise on an asset by selling it or taking a
loan with the asset as security. This can also be described in terms of

5 For a discussion  of some of these’other issues in the tontext  of Central Europe, see Boytko
& Shleifer (1994b),  pp. 8-9.
6 See Akamatsu (1995),  p. 123.
7 This section draws on Olsson (1994a),  pp. 15-18.
8 Alchian  (1965), reprinted in Alchian  (1977) (quote on p. 130).
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disposition-rights where ownership primarily refers to jkucrus  and abusus, and
control to usus9.

What we study is who is assigned these rights, and how they are able to en-
forte their authority. Of great interest in this transformation of property  rights is
of course to establish who, if any, possessed these rights during the era of com-
munism. To answer this question it is necessary to continue from the above gen-
eral definition by differentiating between different systems of property tights.
This is done on the presumption that it does make a differente  for the economic
outcome which principals that exercise these rights and how they are acquired
and exercised, i.e. ownership matters. Furthermore, the economic outcome Will
also be dependent on the relationship between the principals and the manage-
ment, i.e. corporate governance matters.

Private ownership thus is when property rights are vested in the hands of
private individuals or legal persons with purely economic responsibilities. One
pronounced aim of ownership reform in Central Europe is that it Will bring with
it this type of property  rights regime, and that the institutional set-up Will allow
its efficient functioning. There is no firm theoretical ground for saying that this
is a superior form of ownership, but empiritally there is support for private
ownership being mostly in congruence with competitive markets, which in tum
leads to the best economic outcome 10. Stare, or “social” ownership on the other
hand is when ownership rights are executed by publit  agencies. This also has
been the tommon  point of departure when discussing alternative economic sys-
tems, i. e. comparing  “plan” and “market”.  Here though it Will be presumed that
state ownership was not the dominant form of ownership. Possibly it Will be one
of the outcomes of the ongoing reforms.

Finally tommunal  ownership as a system for property rights should be
defined. Here “individuals and groups have the right freely to use property as
they wish, and no one is excluded from doing so.“11 About this it can briefly be
stated that it is not an efficient type of ownership; effects include over-
exploitation of resources and lack of maintenance. In terms of economic theory
it is a matter  of not being able to internalise externalities”.  In terms of crude
reality it comes close to being a description  of the situation that prevailed in
communist economies.

One of the prime characteristics exhibited by the centrally planned
economies (CPE’s)  was exactly  the lack of clearly defined property rights.
Authority was spread among the party apparatus, planning agencies, ministries,
management and workers, who all had some part in the tunning of companies
- although there were no rules that were non-negotiabie. This defucro  lack of
owners was not made better by the incentive-structure offered for manage-

9 See Berglöf (1988),  pp. 19-22.
10 See for example von IMises (1974); Grosfeld (1991); Comisso (1991).
l1 Comisso (1991),  quote on p. 167. For the concept  of tommunal  ownership also see
Carson (197.5); Eggensson (1990). p. 36 & pp. 255-256.
12 For a discussion  of extemalities and their relation to property  rights. see Demsetz
(1967).



ment’3. Decisive for the situation in the specific countries was the extent and di-
rection of reforms pre- 1989. In Russia developments had given management de
facto ownership in many cases, in Poland workers had gained prominente in
decision-making - in both cases without the corresponding responsibility. This
“insider problem” was thus a heritage from the previous regimes, a heritage
which was accentuated by the fall of communist govemments. This tendency
towards insider control is described by Aoki as “an evolutionary outcome of
legacies of the communist regime, which can be moderated only by a strong
privatization agency“14 Czechoslovakia with its lack of reforms, inherited a
somewhat less confused situation, althouih  far from adequate.

The argument put forth above leads to the conclusion that the point of
departure  for countries in the region was, rather than state ownership being pre-
dominant, the lack of clearly defined owners - this is where the urgent need for
a new system of property rights arises. One implication of basing the analysis on
the fatt that the starting point is “no owners” is that one can disregard tomments
that the problem in the past was “enly” the lack of marketsls.  What has to be
achieved is the creation of both markets and owners, and preferably the type of
owners who Will provide a more efficient incentive-structure for management
and who Will have the power to enforte their decisions. In short then, this paper
touches on what Frydman & Rapaczynski tall “the most challenging question of
the whole economic reform. What Will fil1 the gap created by the withdrawal of
the state from the position of control ‘7’16. Although the present author does not
agree with the description  of the state as ever being in full control it should be
emphasised that the situation was worsened when even the state withdrew in
connection with the collapse of communist rule.

It is also obvious that the initial position of the Slovak Republic,  compared
to the other countries in the region, was even worse with respect to this gap
sinte the state sector in CSFR was the relatively largest  in the region. If one de-
fines a state Company as a legal entity, owned by the govemment, having eco-
nomic accounting separate from tie govemment bodies in charge of it, and en-
gaging in commercial, industrial or finantial  activities from which the entity is
supposed to eam the major part of its revenue - then the state sector of CSFR
was responsible for 97% of the produced value added. This can be compared
with 1% in the United States  or 6% in Denmark,  excluding the “publit sectoY.17
This points to the scale of the problems that a govemment committed to privati-
sation Will face when attempting to restructure the economy. Here it could once
again be pointed out that privatisation in itself is not enough to achieve effi-

13 In the words of van Brabant “‘Management’ was on the whole confined to bargaining
with central administrators or planners for lower taxes or more subsidies, higher output
prices for ‘new’ products, larger input allocations,  exemptions from import duties or
quotas, cheaper credit, and other elements that softened the budget constraint in what
was in effect degenerative administrative planning.” (van Brabant (1991),  p. 513)
l4 Aoki (1995),  p, 12.
15 An idea cherished by many proponents of some type of “market socialism” or “third road”.
16 Frydman & Rapaczynski (1993),  pp. 46-47.
‘7 See Savas (1992)
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ciencyi*; it is very much dependent on the market structure and tompetition  - a
fatt only accentuating  the problems of Slovakia which inherited a highly
monopolised organisation of both production and distribution. With this we
leave the general background and tum to some remarks regarding the theory of
corporate govemance, the objective being to point to the possibilities and limi-
tations for the stock-market to fil1 this gap.

3. Corporate governance & the stock-market
We should begin here by placing corporate govemance in its proper tontext,
remembering that one aim of the transformation in Central Europe is to increase
efficiency through an improved system for resource allocation. As noted above
what was lacking after the fall of communism with respect  to resource allocation
was both markets and owners. Substituting the system of centrally administered
resource allocation for market co-ordination, and the growth of the same, has
been attempted with policies of liberalisation. This then affects the external co-
ordination/control of the company’s behaviour through the signals conveyed by
the price system. It is this external co-ordination that sets the outer limits for
which companies that can exist and what they can produce/sell. But this is not
enough, there also has to be a system of internal control which co-ordinates the
relations and behaviour within the firm, i.e. a system for corporate govemance
- or, if one prefers, a system for enforting  the nexus of contracts that a firm is
based on. This need is further enhanced by the above discussed “insider prob-
lem”.

3.1 The agency problem
At the core of the question of corporate govemance rests the agency problem,
and as mentioned the agency problem is to provide a mechanism whereby the
principal (the owner) can make the agent (management) att in congruence with
his own objectives,  under conditions of asymmetric information and diverging
interests on behalf of the agent. 19 The problem, in its many different forms, and
under different names, has been discussed in length in literature. “Shirking”20,
“short-termism” etc. can all be regarded as consequences of the same basic
problem in an economy where ownership and control are separated - owners
and management have different goals and incentives. The problem can manifest
itself on various levels in an organisation or society, for example in the relation-
ship between management and workers. In the following though, we Will mainly
refer to the relationship between the firm (its management) and its principals
(the owners), but also to a lesser extent between the firm and its creditors (the
banks).

18 See discussion  in Parker (1993).
19 This is discussed  by Vickers & Yarrow (1988),  pp. 7-44.
20 Aichian & Demsetz (1972),  pp. 777-795.



The problem is enhanced by the specific situation in Central Europe at pre-
sent. Frydman & Rapaczynski21  point to four features which all aggravate the
agency problem in the transfornring economies. First of all the actual monitor-
ing of performance is made difficult by the lack of accounting rules, developed
capita1 markets and experienced finantial institutions, i.e. the institutional
framework (of which the stock-market is part) is partly lacking or underdevel-
oped. Thereby it is also difficult to apply western theories of corporate gover-
nance on the region (although this is frequently done). Setondly,  the ongoing
process of transformation, just like any period of rapid change in the business
environment, increases the need for active monitoring on behalf of the principals
- making the lack of it even more serious. Thirdly, the “short-termism” of
managers is likely to be enhanced when the insecurity of their own future posi-
tion is increased. The change of ownership might well result in the dismissal of
incumbent management. Finally, the traditionally strong influence of manage-
ment and workers in the tunning of companies also increases the agency prob-
lem, or the number of them - the countries have, to different degrees, inherited
an insider problem.

Bearing this in mind, the aim of ownership reform ought to be to create a
system in which owners can control management - in a competitive environ-
ment it is organisations with this type of corporate govemance that eventually
Will be the main actors on the market.22 If this internal co-ordination is not in
place and working, the external co-ordination of activities (the price system)
Will not yield the desired results in terms of resource allocation and increased
efficiency.23 Consequently this internal control Will not automatically be the
order of things just because of a transfer of ownership title. Rather, this is highly
dependent on the strength and quality of the principal-agent relation that Will be
the result of ownership reform.

The above holds irrespective of what type of ownership one foresees, pri-
vate or publit. Also, in a sense these are two different issues: the importante  of
private ownership on the one hand; and the importante  of corporate govemance
on the other. The former does not follow automatically  from stressing the
necessity of the latter. Looking at Germany and Japanz4 illustrates that the ques-
tion of corporate govemance can be solved with very little room for the actual
nominal owner (and, as noted, the aim of this paper is not to re-awaken the pub-
lic vs. private debate). 25 With this we tum to look at the actual mechanisms for
control and how they are utilised in different systems for corporate govemance.

21 Frydman & Rapaczynski (1993),  pp. 41-43.
z2 See for example discussion in Frydman & Rapaczynski (1993); please note that they use
the term “institutions” rather than “organisations”.
z3 See Frydman & Rapaczynski (1993),  pp.  47-74.
24 See Prevezer & Ricketts  (1994).
z5 For a discussion  of the somewhat ambiguous relationship between corporate govemance
and private ownership see Williamson (1992); also  see Rapaczynski (1992).
6



3.2 What mechanisms for control?
What mechanisms are then available for this control/discipline of management
and its behaviour? A first general and very crude classitication could divide this
discipline into originating from four different sources. First we have the share-
holders who can exert influence either through “voice” or “exit”26.  “Voice” im-
plies active participation  on behalf of the owners where malperformance would
lead to an owner-initiated change of management. A prerequisite for this is that
there exists channels through which the owners can infhrence management; i.e.
the structure of ownership Will be of crucial impot-tance in the sense that “voice”
requires relatively concentrated ownership.

“Exit” on the other hand means that owners are passive with regard to
management, and influence is indirect. By selling their shares in a malperform-
ing Company they Will lower its value on the stock-exchange - thereby making
it more difficult and costly for the Company to raise capital. Also, by lowering
the price the Company Will be opened up for potential hostile take-overs,  with an
accompanying risk of replacement of management. In this tontext  the function-
ing of the stock-market is important, not only because it is necessary to have a
relatively liquid secondary market if an investor  shah be able to sel1 his holdings
when he so wishes, but also sinte it is the changing evaluation of a Company
that conveys the signals both to banks and potential investors.

Setondly, and related to the aforementioned, discipline Will be coming
from the competitors  through the tompetition  on the product market and a pos-
sible threat of a hostile take-over. A prerequisite for this is first of all competi-
tive product markets, a development complicated by the monopolised industrial
structure in Central Europe. Also, the behaviour of investors Will be of crucial
importante  if the threat of a take-over shall be real.

Thirdly creditors Will have an influence through their assessments for new
credits and the threat of bankruptcy. Here though it should be noted that institu-
tions allowing bankruptcy are necessary, but they can be effective orrly when
tompetition  is working. This is because there must be an alternative use of the
resources, i.e. somebody to take over and put the resources to a better use.
Further, the threat of bankruptcy is orrly a real alternative for companies with
very bad performance - it is no guarantee for great performance.

Last, but not least, there Will be tompetition  on the market for manage-
ment. Farna27 divides this into an “inside” and an “outside” market for manage-
ment, where the first refers to possible careers within the firm and the latter to
the labour market in general. An example is that senior management Will have a
strong interest in showing good results if they are to remain attractive on the
labour-market; junior management Will  also have an incentive to watch for
managerial slack - something that might render them a position in the ranks of
senior management.

All of these sources are of course important for the performance of the firm
and it is very difficult to grade them in terms of importante.  Furthermore, al-

26 For a discussion  of this in relation to the transforming economies in Central Europe, see
Hamilton & Isachsen (1991),  pp. 406-410.
27 Farna (1980).



though all of them are useful in practice, they refer to different systems for cor-
porate govemance - systems that in the theoretical literature seem quite dis-
tinct but which in reality tend to blend. These systems and the mechanisms re-
lated to them Will be discussed below. There we Will also return to the group
mentioned first above - the shareholders and their possibilities through either
“exit” or “voice”.

3.3 What systems for governance?
The above discussed mechanisms for control/governance,  and many others,
have been used in various combinations and to a varying extent in different
countries/regions of the world. Together with the respective finantial  systems
they constitute different institutional set-ups for corporate governance and
finante.  The question of finante is obviously closely related to corporate gover-
nance, sinte in the real world govemance is constituted by an intricate network
of relations where banks and other creditors who provide investment capital are
at least as important stake-holders in the development of a firm as are the share-
holders. Not seldom do the functions  merge when banks, providing credit, also
hold shares - either directly of through some intermediary.

In general we can state that a firm without sufficient internal resources to
cover its finantial needs have two basic alternatives, either “arms-1ength
finante” or “control-oriented finance”28. The former is based on relatively pas-
sive investors who provide funds in retum for collateral, i.e. contingent owner-
ship to various assets. This can also refer to finante through new emissions of
bonds or shares. The important distinction is that investors usually remain pas-
sive with respect to the running of the firm as long as it performs  adequately
enough to fulfil its obligations to the investor, or in the case of shares, as long as
the price development of the share equals or exceeds expectations. “Control-
oriented finante” on the other hand implies that management gives up part of its
control of the firm in retum for funds. This can also refer both to direct credit
and to shares.

Even though definitions and classifications ‘of different systems of gover-
nance and finante  abound we Will attempt yet another below - one that later
can be used as a framework for discussing the specific situation in Slovakia. In
the first section we Will distinguish between the market-system and bank-
system, which both serve as exemplifying the above distinction between arms-
length finante  and control-oriented finante.  In the following section focus Will
be on different control-oriented systems, differentiating between “debt-control”
and “equity-control”. In a sense these following sections focus on two different
issues: firstly, do we have passive or active owners/investors; setondly, if
active, what basis is there for their control?

** See Berglöf (1995),  pp. 66-74. In his article Berglöf develops a framework, based on these
two alternatives, for understanding corporate govemance in economies in transformation.
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Market-oriented vs. bank-oriented systems
A special case of “arms-length finante” would be the market-oriented system
for govemance and finante, also referred to as the “Anglo-American”  or
“outsider” system. This system is above all found in the United States (US) and
the United Kingdom (UK), and it is also the system most often referred to in
neo-classical textbooks on corporate governance. It has an active market for
corporate governance and thus gives a greater. role for the outside investor
(hence the name “outsider” system). Characteristic is that it provides/requires an
active and well-developed capita1 market for trading property-rights.

Equity is owned either directly by the individual investor or through an
intermediary (see figure below) and tends to be dispersed and anonymous. An
important characteristic is precisely its emphasis on institutional investors
(pension funds etc.) which in the UK own about 2/3 of the outstanding equity*s,
but with relatively small stakes in each Company. In this system there exists no
supervisory boards of the continental type which means that the owners exert
very little direct control over the actual running of the Company.

Rather than control, for govemance the system relies above all on the hos-
tile take-overs of companies and the threat of the same. The idea is that active
trading in property  rights gives a correct market-evaluation of the firm and its
performance; thus managerial slack Will cause equity-prices to fall below their
potential value. This then opens up for a hostile take-over to be effected. This is
considered to be an inexpensive way to remove poorly performing management,
i.e. a system with low transaction costs. Govemance is also accomplished by the
mere threat of a take-over, something that helps to improve the performance of
management. It has been asserted by many economists that pressure on man-
agement is the most likely to be successful if there is a risk/chance for take-
overs when performance is not adequate30. In short, the system relies more on
the evaluation of performance than on direct monitoring, i.e. on “exit”.
Regarding finante the firms rely more on issuing bonds and shares than on
credits from banks, which have a rather small role in financing the activities of
firms.

The advantages of the system include that it provides a relatively inexpen-
sive mechanism for corporate govemance. The market-system and a functioning
stock-market also provide institutions for the effective spreading of risk among
investors by providing a mechanism whereby owners can convert their owner-
ship to cash - this reduces the risk-premium demanded by owners for holding
shares. This explains the relatively low toncentration  of ownership sinte the
alternative cost (risk-cost) of holding controlling blocks of shares increases.
However, for the system to work properly a number of pre-requisites must be
met - first of all the markets must be functional in the sense of providing an
adequate infrastructure for trade. Setondly,  markets should be liquid; i.e. there
has to be active trading in firrris. Ideally investors purchase  and sel1 to generate
revenue, as opposed  to gaining controlling stakes in different firms. Thirdly, but

29 Mayer (1994),  p. 188.
30 Building on Parker (1993),  but also see Alchian  (1965); Jensen & Mecklin (1976);
Farna (1980).
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not least, information on the firms and their finantial  situation must be widely
available. The question then remains - are these conditions  met, or about to be
met, in Slovakia? Other drawbacks of the system include that it might enhance
the short-term interests of management sinte they cannot be sure to stay in po-
sition, and it makes equity-financed investment more expensive sinte dividends
in general are higher in the market-systems of UK and US. In the tontext of
Central Europe these are substarrtia1  drawbacks, considering the present state of
“insider-control” and the future need for funds for restructuring.

Figure 1. Insider vs. outsider system of ownership and control

Outsider system
(Anglo-American)

Indlvldual
westors

1
Institutlonal
Investors

Insider system
(Contlnental  & Japan)

,ndi”id/  ;i’- ‘T

investors

1
Flrms - Banks

Another system for govemance and finante,  here to be seen as a special case of
“control-oriented  finante”, is the bank-system. This is usually posed as an oppo-
site to the market-system and is also denoted as the “insider” system or
“Continental” system. Here though we Will use the term bank-system, the reason
being the large role played by banks - both in finante and govemance. This
system, especially in Germany and Japan, is related to a very passive and rela-
tively less developed capita1 market and stock-market - as opposed  to the
market-system.

Savings in the economy are here redistributed mainly through the banking
system or different savings associations - consequently firrris often finante
their activities through bank credits rather than through new emissions of shares
or bonds. In retum for financing the activities the firm is forced to give up part
of control in one way or another (thus a case of control-oriented finante).
Ownership in this system has been found to be more concentrated, control-
oriented and long-run; further banks are more frequently owners as compared to
the market-systems]. The role of the individual investor/share-holder  is rather
limited - the dominant owners are usually families, banks and other firrns or
groups of firms through an intricate system of cross-ownership (see figure
above). In part this can be explained by the fatt that a bank-oriented system,
with less room for risk-spreading than a market-system with its lively stock-
market, entails comparatively large risks for the banks - something which they
can mitigate with large holdings and long-run network relations32.

31 Berglöf (1988),  pp. 153-167.
32 On bank-industry relations and networks see Lindgren (1989).
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Governance is based on the active involvement of the owners, usually
through the supervisory boards. On the .boards one finds representatives of the
owners as well as senior management and the workers. Here monitoring is more
important than market-evaluation, i.e. “voice” is a more important factor than is
“exit”.  The general picture is thus that this system is closer to both debt-control
and equity-control (see the section below) than is the market-oriented Anglo-
American system. An advantage of the system is that the active involvement of
banks makes external financing of investment an easier task - not unimportant
in the Central European tontext.

In conclusion we see that these two systems, bank-systemcontrol-oriented
finante  and market-systemarms-length finante,  entail very different prospects
for the stock-market and for the type of finante to be relied upon by the firms. It
can also be noted that a prerequisite for arms-length linante to be viable (i.e. not
too costly) is the existence of liquid assets and markets where they can be tumed
over - a fatt that entails problems for the economies of Central Europe and
Slovakia. Berglöf points out that in the transitional economies these prerequi-
sites are far from met: asset markets are generally illiquid and property rights
are still ambiguous.33 A consequence is that as long as good collateral is not
readily available, the possibilities of relying on arms-length finante  Will be lim-
ited - thus, firms in need of finante Will have to tum to some type of control-
oriented finante. Control-oriented finante  Will also be the topic of the following
section.

Debt-control vs. equity-control
In the case of control-oriented finante  there still exists many alternative ways to
pursue this control, where control is a function of the type of claims held. A first
classification would divide them into two groupings, debt-control and equity-
control. The differente  is illustrated in the figure by Berglöf (1995) below.

Figure 2. Forms of controi & the balante  sheet of investors

Controilin~ creditor Controllir~g shareholder

f=--py+____,/

Source: Berglöf (1995), p. 70.
Controlledfirm

Depending on where emphasis is put (debt or equity) one would also here talk
about the Continental vs. the Anglo-American  system for corporate gover-
nance.33 Likewise, terms like market vs. hierarchy; outsider vs. insider would
also be used to depict the same basic differente.  However, below we Will use

33 Berglöf  (1995). p. 69.
Y A good tomparison  of the two is found in Mayer (1994).
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the terms debt-control and equity-control sinte they both say more about the
basis for control than do any of the alternative classifications. Of interest  in our
tontext is that the role of the stock-market Will differ substantially between the
two and it is therefore necessary to look at their respective characteristics.

The equity-control system is based on the controllers having equity in the
Company in which they have an interest. This equity Will then allow them to
perform  ex ante and interim control of the workings of the company’s.  The ex
ante control would then typically refer to the different potential investment de-
cisions. To petform this control these equity holders may have taken seats on
the supervisory board. A differente  compared to debt-control is that this control,
ex ante and interim, is control being performed when the Company is not in de-
fault, i.e. under “normal” operations, whereas debt-control Will fil1 its most
important function when the Company is malperforming (in default).

The major distinction  between debt-control and equity-control lies in the
nature of the claims on the Company. Debt-control is based on the controller
holding debt in the Company; this has consequences for the nature of monitoring
sinte these claims are state-contingent - as long as the Company keeps its part
of the contract these debts cannot be turned over into equity. This implies that
monitoring Will be confined to what Aoki (1995) talls ex post monitoring, i.e.
after the Company has gone into default.

Important to note is that debt-control and equity-control are not mutually
exclusive. Many investors Will choose to have a combination of the two on the
asset side of their balante-sheet. A priori it is not possible to say what type of
control that Will be the most efficient; this is highly dependent on the agency
problem - is management likely to overinvest or underinvest? In times when
restructuring is necessary, debt-control may have some advantages compared to
equity-control; on the other hand, on a more developed market, equity-control
has advantages in that principals may use their control-capacity at an earlier
stage.36

Just as important as the instruments is the question about what type of
actors that exercise  this control, and what incentives and possibilities
(toncentration) they have. In effect this is also what the general discussion has
focused on, i.e. banks vs. share-holders, or insiders vs. outsiders. However, in
this tontext  it would mean bringing  the discussion too far astray to touch more
deepiy on that topic - that is left for the description  and analysis of the Slovak
development. It Will suffice to point out that “for the purpose of govemance, the
two intermediaries [investment funds & banks] form part of a single state-
contingent corporate govemance arrangement where control shifts from equity
to debt when firms come into finantial distress “37 This can also lead us to a.
more balanced view which can combine parts of the bank-system with parts of
the market-system. Such a balanced view of ownership and govemance Will
have to take $nto account that the question of ownership is not only about

35 For a discussion of the terms ex ante, interim and expost monitoring see Aoki (1995),  p. 15
ff.
36 For a discussion  of these different aspects see Berglöf (1995). p. 70 ff
37 Berg18  (199.5),  p. 73.



providing capital and decreasing risk - butjust as much about making strategic
decisions and control.

4. Voucher privatisation & investment funds - the basis
for the stock-market38
The single most important factor behind the development of a stock-market in
Slovakia has been the process of privatisation started in 1991 as a joint process
of the Czech and Slovak republics through which many companies have gone
publit. Privatisation in the former Czechoslovakia can be divided into five dif-
ferent types, illustrated by the table below. Of interest for our study is the last
group, involving transformation to joint-stock companies. In this group the most
important single method was privatisation with the help of vouchers
(coupons)39. The idea of using vouchers was that one should provide the popu-
lation with “fake” investment capital, something that would alleviate the prob-
lems with lack of capita1 - the major hindrance for a swift privatisation through
sales. In shot-t what one did was to sel1 heavily subsidised investment-coupens
to the population with which they could bid on companies that were offered for
sale.

Table 1. Overview of the privatisation-programmes initiated in CSFR

Type of
privatisation
Small-scale
privatisation
Restitution

Method 7

Shops, restaurants, workshops 21 bn Kcs. ($
I

Auction to the highest bidder
(assets onlv)
Free transfer to former owners
or their kin

Transfer to lotal
authorities

Transformation
of co-operatives

Large-scale
privatisation

Source: Ceska (;

Free transfer
-t

Transformation to new types
of legal companies (app.
2,000 units)

Auction, tender, direct sale, or
transformation to joint-stock
companies (incl. voucher-
privatisation)
93).

I

propertv (app. 100,000 units) ! ($ 5-7 bn)
Housing, property belonging to 350 bn Kcs. ($
the lotal authorities pre-1948, 12 bn)
non-exploited land etc.
Production co-operatives (app. 100-150 bn Kcs.
500) tonsumer  co-operatives I ($3.5-5 bn)
(app. 100) agricultural co-
operatives (app. 1,300)

)

Large- and middle-srzed app. 1 .2 tnllion
companies (app. 4,000 units) Kcs. ($45 bn)

4.1 The supply side
Beginning with the supply side, the programme started with the CSFR govern-
ment earmarking about 6,000 large and medium-sized enterprises for privatisa-
tion. Approximately 4,400 of these were of Czech origin, and consequently it

3s Drawing on Olsson (1994b).
39 The process is regulated in the Att on the conditions of transfer of state property  to other
persons ( “lurge-scale”  privatization law), of February  26, 199 1 (No. 920 99 1 Collection of
Laws).
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included about 1,600 Slovak companies40. Out  of these more than 3,000 com-
panies were selected by the govemment to be privatised during the first wave41.
In the Slovak Republic there were 751 companies slated for the first wave42.
These companies were obliged to prepare a “primary privatisation project”
(PPP) for their own privatisation. For this they could choose from a number of
methods (see table below) the method they felt most appropriate, or any combi-
nation thereof. To allow for some tompetition  other interested parties were also
allowed to prepare plans for the privatisation of the Company, or part of it. These
plans were talled  “competing privatisation projects” (CPP) and would in the end
outnumber the PPP’s by a great margin. How many of these companies that
would be part of the voucher scheme was still an open question that would be
decided through the process of reviewing the PPP’s and CPP’s43.

Table 2. Alternative methods for large-scale  privatisation

1. Direct sale of the Company to domestic or foreign buyer, with or without debts
2. Publit auction of the Company to domestic or foreign buyer
3. Sale by tender (open or closed)
4. Transformatron to Jornt-stock Company where the shares can be sold/distributed in the following

manners (or any combination thereof):
a) sale in exchange for vouchers
b) direct sale to pre-determined domestfc or foreign buyer
c) sale through banks or stock-exchange
d) sale to employees (max. 5%)
e) free transfer to lotal authorities or insurance funds
f) transfer to the National Property Fund (NPF) (min. 3% to cover possible elarms for restitution)

Source: Klvacova (1991), pp. 4-5.

Responsibility for reviewing projects was shared between the different founding
ministries, the Ministries of Administration of State Property  and its
Privatization (below Ministry of Privatisation) and the Federal Ministry of
Finante,  where the latter was involved in projects inciuding foreign capital. In
the first phase, projects were submitted to the founding ministry where an initial
evaluation of the projects was made, but without making any final decision.
Typically  they would recommend one or two projects that seemed feasible.
After this evaluation the projects were handed  over to the Ministry  of
Privatisation in the respective republic where the final decision would be taken,
unless foreign capitai was involved.

4o Svejnar & Singer (1994),  p. 57.
41 The process with harge- & mediumsized companies was divided  into two waves, where the
govemment decided what Company should be privatised in the first wave - irrespective of
method.
42 This was decided on 4 October 1991, and the figure includes also “standard methods”.
Source: Brzica (1994),  p. 55.
43 On average in CSFR there were 3.8 projects/company,  although some had more than 20
different projects (Source: Svejnar & Singer (1994),  p. 44). However, the ratio of CPP’s  to
PPP’s was very small in the Slovak Republic compared  to the Czech Republic - enly 1.12
CPP/PPP if one takes into account both waves (Source: Marcincin (1995),  pp. 4-6.)
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The result of this process was that in Slovakia 487 companies, reorganised
into 503 separate entities, entered the first wave of voucher privatisation44.  The
corresponding figures for the Czech Republic was 943 companies turned into
988 entities.45 This gave a total of 1,49 1 companies to be wholly of partially pri-
vatised with the help of vouchers. The shares in these companies were then put
in the hands of the National Property  Fund (NPF) of the respective republic, an
organisation set up with the purpose of acting as temporary ,owner until the
shares could be sold or distributed (see section 5.4). It is interesting to note that
in Slovakia, for the first wave, only projects developed by the existing manage-
ment (PPP’s) were accepted and presented to the NPF for realisatior+.

The value to be distributed in this manner was substantial, in total the
voucher-holders would be able to share property with a total book value47 of
299.4 billion Kcs. (about 10 billion USD). Of this the Slovak companies pro-
vided 86.9 billion Kcs. (about 3 billion USD), compared to the 212.5 billion
Kcs. of book value of the Czech companies4s. The size of these companies was
on average substantial, with an average of 850 workers/company - the smallest
employing 6 persons and the largest 34,32149.  In short, this scheme meant a
massive and unprecedented redistribution of wealth and ownership! Also, this
mass privatisation implied not only that one privatised ownership, one also pri-
vatised the troublesome task of restructuring the firms - technically and finan-
cially. This is something that only accentuates  the need for a functioning system
of corporate govemance.

4.2 The demand side
On the demand side, after some initial hesitation on the side of the publit, a total
of 2.579 million persons in Slovakia decided to participate50.  In Czechoslovakia
as a whole there were 8.56 million participants, meaning that in the Czech
Republic alone there were 5.98 million voucher-holders. Sinte  there would be
no restrictions  regarding buying companies in the other republic each participant
held in his hand a voucher-booklet with 1,000 investment points, purchased for

u The total figure for wave one, including “standard methods”, was 75 1 enterprises with a
total book value of 166.5 bn Sk. The first wave was to be deemed completed in October  1993.
Source: Kudlac (1994),  p. 16.
4s PlanEcon  Report. Vol. VIII, Numbers 50-5 1-52, December 3 1, 1992, p. 3.
-16 The total number of privatisation  projects in wave one for large-scale  privatisation was
1,398; out of these 660 were PPP’s  and 738 CPP’s  - and only PPP’s  were chosen. Source:
Marcincin (1995),  p. 4.
u Please note that book value was, and was expected to, differ from the market value. Still
the authorities decided  to rely solely on book value to avoid troublesome and expensive
administrative evaluations by foreign tonsulting firms - the purpose of the scheme was also
precisely to let the market decide the value, although in this case it would be a pseudo-market
to start with, i.e. a central computer matching bids with supply.
j* Svejnar & Singer (1994),  p. 57.
j9 Shafik (1994),  p. 23.
5o PlunEcon  Report, Val. 1X, Numbers 13-14, April 30, 1993, p. 22.
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the nominal sum of 1,035 Kcs.~~, with an average value of 35,100 KcsQ. What
could they then do with these vouchers? In short they had two alternatives, ei-
ther they could keep their investment points and invest them on their own in the
companies they found most promising when the bidding would commence on
18 May, 1992, or they could entrust their investment points to one of the 439 in-
vestment fundW that had sprung up in Czechoslovakia - many opted for the
latter!

4.3 Investment funds - a market innovation
Investment funds were an innovation of the market that evolved spontaneously
as a response to the voucher privatisation scheme. They were in part expected
by the govemment although they were not govemment-initiated in any sense54.
They were created to be able to reap part of the profits resulting from the sub-
sidised privatisation. Under the conditions of a general lack of business informa-
tion and an expected average book value of between 80,000-  160,000
Kcs./participantss they saw the opportunity to att as intermediaries.

They attracted a reluctant publit  by promising a fixed minimum retum of
for example 10,000 Kcs. Harvard Capita1 & Consulting, run by then 28 year old
Viktor Kozeny, was the first fund to introduce such offers. Other continued and
some even promised up to 30,000 Kcs. in minimum retums one year after the
distribution of shares. Being a very attractive alternative for the risk-averse
average citizen, with no prior experience of investments in stock, the funds
managed to attract 72% of the existing investment points. Further, these hold-
ings were concentrated in a few hands - the ten largest funds together con-
trolled more than 50% of all investment points (see table 4 in section 5).

Important to note is that sinte this was not a fully anticipated development
there was no specific iegislation in forte to regulate the activities of the funds. It
was only a short time before the beginning of the bidding that legislation was
introduced with a law adopted on 28 April 199256 - long after the funds had
been set up, and only 20 days before the bidding would begin. Until this time
there had been only ad hot regulation of what would become the single most
important actor in the process of privatisation.

The law of April 28 accommodated for two types of organisations, invest-
ment companies (IC) which could be set up either as a joint-stock Company or a

j1 At the time about 114 of an average monthly pay-check.
52 That is dividing the total book-value of the equity of the companies to be supplied in the
process with the total number of participants.
53 439 funds had registered in time for the first wave in late 1991. Source: Mejstrik (1994),
pp. 1-6.
54 These investment funds were mentioned in April 1990 in a memorandum by the Ministry
of Finante. See Klaus (1990). Also, they were already accommodated for in the Att on the
conditions of transfer of stare property  to otherpersons,  Section 4, Art. 25, para. lb.
55 These expectations were based on the initial govemment estimates of 2-4 million
participants  - something that the actual existence  of the funds would help to change, thereby
lowering the average value/voucher-booklet.
56 Law on investment companies and investmentfunds,  of April 28, 1992 (No. 24811992 Cell.
of Laws).
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limited liability Company, and investment funds (IF) which must be organised as
joint-stock companies. The law also stipulated that investment companies could
create stock funds (SF) that are either open-ended or closed-ended. In the former
case the number of issued stock certificates is unlimited and the investment
Company is obliged to buy back stock certificates from the shareholder. In the
latter there are limits on the number of stock certificates or on the time when
they are sold, and there is no obligation on behalf of the investment Company to
buy them back.57 The inner workings of these types of organisations is regulated
by the Commercial Code5s. The purpose of the law was to regulate the activities
of IC’s and IF’s,  to protect  investors, and to regulate govemment supervision.

A problem here was that all the funds established for wave one had been
founded under a different set of rules; they were all talled investment privatisa-
tion funds (IPF’s)59  and founded as joint-stock companies, something that made
it necessary for a transitional period of adaptation to the law. During this time
the existing IPF’s were transformed to IF’s, and the founders and managers of
the funds were transformed  into IC’s. Also, as mentioned, the law opened up for
the creation of open-ended and closed-ended stock funds (SF’s), although it was
too late to realise this opportunity for wave one. The major change was that the
property  of an IPF could be managed only by itself or an IC, which meant that
the founders had to set up IC’s or contract with an IC to take over management
of the assets of the fund60.

Regarding charges the law stipulated that an IC could charge a maximum
of 2% of the value of the funds property, or a maximum of 20% of its profits.
Regulation was also introduced to the effect of putting a ceiling on the maxi-
mum holdings of any one fund or investment Company to 20% of any one com-
pany61. The table below summarises some of the changes in regulation regarding
toncentration  that was introduced in Apri162.

Table 3. Effects of Luw regulation in investmentfunds

Max. allowed share in one firm by one IF
Max. share in one firm by one IC (even if controlling several IF’s)

Max. share of the property of IF’s on one IC Invested in one firm
Max. value, as a percent share of total securities held by all IF’s, of one or
more IF’s controlled by an IC or a group of ICs interconnected through thelr
founder
Source: Melstnk (1994),  p. 2.

New
20%
20%
10%
20%
10%

57 See L.uw on investment companies and investmentfunds,  Art. 10, para. 1-3.
58 Commerciaf Code, of November 5, 1991 (No. 513/1991  Collection of Laws).
59 Please note that still the term Investment Privatisation Fund (IPF) is used in literature
interchangeably with the more correct terms IC, IF and SF.
60 Mejstrik (1994). p. 2.
61 Law on investment companies and investmentfunds,  Art. 24, para. 3.
62 Regulation of the activities of investment funds has later (spring of 1995) been changed in
Slovakia also for funds established for the first wave, however, the final effect of the new
regulation is not yet clear sinte part of it has been challenged in the Constitutional Court.
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Due to all of this there has been considerable tonfusion  about the legal status of
the investment funds and companies. Even today regulation of the activities of
the funds is all but transparent - a fatt that naturally has been abused. For ex-
ample it turned out that initially in many IPF’s government officials  were in-
volved on the boards of funds, sometimes with important roles in the whole pro-
cess of voucher privatisation63. Another change was that IPF’s that had been
founded by banks were forbidden to buy shares in its founder, or other banks.
Those who had already done so were supposed to have changed their portfolios
by the end of 1993, although compliance with this has been less than 100%64.
With that we tum to see how supply and demand met in this unprecedented
scheme.

4.4 The bidding process
The marketplace was a computerised system registering bids and then compar-
ing supply and demand in an iterative process. The bidding was divided into
five different rounds (auctions) 65, the first beginning on 18 May, the last one
ending on 22 December 1992. In the first round all shares were priced equally, 3
shares/lOO  investment points. After each round of bidding supply and demand
were compared and when supply exceeded demand (or was equal) all orders
were met. In cases where demand exceeded supply there were two possibilities.
If excess demand was less than 25%, all orders of the publit were met by
rationing the orders of the funds. If on the other hand excess demand was higher
than 25%, all orders were revoked and all the shares were put on a new offer in
the following round - at a higher price.

All shares had the same face-value, 1,000 Kcs., and the total emission cor-
responded to the book-value of the Company. However, the bidding process led
to substantial price differentes  where in the end the most expensive shares were
sold for 1,000 points each, more than 30 times the book value, and the cheapest
sold for 1.8 points per share, a mere 6% of the book value66.  Nevertheless after
round five there were only 7% of the shares left with the NPF, and only 1.2% of
the investment points left unusedb7. Even so there was a more complex  reality
behind these aggregate figures, a reality pointing to a substantial transfer of
wealth from the Czech Republic to Slovakia. Looking at the figures one can see
that Slovak investors bought 22 million shares in Czech companies, in addition
to 73.5 million shares in Slovak companies. This total of 95.5 million shares
should be compared to the 86.9 million shares offered in Slovak companies.
Sinte  7.1 million shares in Slovak companies remained unsold (8.2%) it means
that Czech investors orrly bought 6.3 million shares in Slovak companies, mak-

e3 Mejstrik (1994),  p. 2.
64 This rule was supposed to govem orders placed after 29 May 1992, but the bidding had
started already on 18 May
65 The initial plan was to have 6 rounds; this was in the end changed to 5, partly because a
large part of the shares had already been sold. partly because of the upcoming split of
Czechoslovakia.
66 PlanEcon  Report, Vol. VIII, Numbers 50-5 1-52, December 3 1, 1992, p. 2.
67 Burger & Mejstrik (1992),  p. 1.
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ing for a net flow of almost 16 million shares to Slovakia. This corresponds to a
net transfer of 16 bn Kcs in book value, about 0.5 bn USD6s. In nominal terms,
using book-value as an estimate of market-value, one can then say that Slovak
investors tame out as “winners” in the first wave of voucher privatisation69.

A problem deserving special attention was the great politi& uncertainty
about whether there would be a setond wave of voucher privatisation in
Slovakia or not. The uncertainty about whether many new shares would be put
on the market in one sweep put the market in limbo for an extended period of
time. After the first wave was finished Prime Minister Vladirnir Meciar said that
the voucher process would not continue in independent Slovakia. He said that
coupen privatisation is “an action which is finishing and Will not be repeated in
Slovakia”70. Meciar was later removed from office after a vote of no-confidence
on 11 March 1994. A new coalition led by Jozef Moravcik was approved by
President Michal Kovac on Wednesday 16 March. Under the new Minister of
Privatisation, Milan Janicina, preparations for the setond  wave of voucher pri-
vatisation were started - he declared privatisation as “the most important part
of the economic reform process“71  The hopes of the Moravcik govemment was.
to achieve the goal put up by the IMF, i.e. to privatise property with a book
value of 220 billion Sk. - out of which about 40% would be through vouchers
(88 billion Sk.)72. The programme was launched on 5 September 1994, a little
more than three weeks before the general elections, when citizens could once
again start purchasing their voucher booklets, something that 3.428 mn. Slovaks
did before the end of November73. These were to have chosen either to invest on
their own, or through one of the 166 funds that had registered before the dead-
line of November 1874.  However, the bidding was never started sinte the elec-
tion results brought Vladimir Meciar back to power for a third time - Meciar
who during the campaign promised that “everything except the issuing of the
booklets Will have to be started all over again”75. The possible starting date was
declared to be as “foggy as a London moming”76. In April 1995 it was again
stated that the voucher privatisation would begin, although with less property
than initially foreseen, but on June 6 Meciar announced that the concept had
changed radically77.

6s For statistics  see PlanEcon  Reporr, Vol. VIII, Numbers 50-5 1-52, December 3 1, 1992, p. 3.
69 Based on the figures above, and sinte in the Czech Republic  14.46 mn. shares remained
unsold, one can see that the average book value received  by the average Slovak investor  was
37,000 Kcs. as compared  to 30,500 for the average Czech investor.
70 Prognosis, January 8-January 21, 1993, p. 13.
‘1 Kimlik (1994),  p. 14 [interview with Mr. Janicina].
72 Kimlik (1994),  p. 15 [interview with Mr. Janicina].
73 Pravda, December 2, 1994, p. 1,3. This corresponds to approximately 90% of the eligible
citizens.
T4  Narodna Obroda, November 22, 1994 p. 2.
7s 7%e Prugue Post, September 7-13, 1994, p. 8.
76 A statement made by a spokesman of the Ministry  of Finante, Jozef Mach, in February.
Source: Trend, No. 611995.
77 Transition, May-June 1995, p. 18.
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This scheme means that citizens who had purchased voucher-booklets Will
receive state-bonds with a five year maturity worth 10,000 Sk. The total value of
the bond issue is 35 bn. Sk., i.e. a definite decrease in the value to be distributed
to the population. These bonds Will  be accepted  as means of payment if buying
state property, including ones own apartment or house. It is however doubtful
whether the population Will ever have the chance to buy any of the state
companies sinte  the new government is giving preference to management buy-
outs.78 The conclusion to be drawn is that under the present politital  situation
voucher privatisation is indeed a closed chapter.

5. The redting ownership structure
Leaving the technicalities of the scheme we tum to look at which owners the
first wave of voucher privatisation brought for the companies. Obviously the
main interest  is on the funds, which in Slovakia were entrusted to invest 70.5%
of the investment points on behalf of the population and thus became the main
actors on the stock-market. 79 Below is also shown the great toncentration
among the funds, where the seven biggest funds accounted for 45% of the bid-
ding “capital” in the first wave, compared  to the 28% invested by individuals.

Table  4. Division of investment points, round  1, CSFR.

Investor
Ceska Spontelna (CS)
Prvni Investicni (IB)
Harvard Capita1 & Consulting (HCC)
Vseobecna Uverova Banka Invest (VUB)
IKS Komercni Banka (KB)
KIS Ceska Pojistovna (KIS)
Creditanstalt
Total for 7 biggest
Slovensk& Investice
VSZ-Slovenska Sporitelna
Prva Slovenska Investicna
Ptvni Privatizacni Fond (PPF)
Zivnostenska Banka
Slovensk& Poistovna
Total for 73 biggest
39 medium ICs

Points (mn.)
950
714
639
501
466
334
220

3824
188
169
136
118
118
117

4670
1198
5868
342

6130
2391
86021ITotal

Source: Computations based on Brom & Orenstein (1994); I

Total for 52 biggest
All other small ICs
Total for IC’s
Individual investors

l- % of total % of IC’S
1 1% 15%
8% 12%
7% 10%
6% 8%
5% 8%
4% 5%
3% 4%

45% 62%
2% 3%
2% 3%
2% 2%
1% 2%
1% 2%
1% 2%

55% 76%
14% 19%

?jnar & Singer (1994).

78 Business Central Europe, JulylAugust 1995, pp.  15 16.
79 That is slightly less than in the Czech Republic  where the funds got 72.2%,  making a
nation-wide average of 72%. Source: Svejnar & Singer (1994),  p. 57.
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This points to one of the great contradictions of the voucher privatisation
scheme. Before the programme was started there were many fears that the
scheme would bring with it a too dispersed ownership structure to enable effec-
tive control. With dispersed ownership, here understood as any situation where
there is more than one shareholder, there Will always exist a free-rider problem
on the side of the shareholders in relation to control of management sinte the
extra revenue/profit of an attempt to control the Company Will  be shared also
with the passive shareholders. These fears were natural sinte privatisation per se
would not necessarily lead to an improvement of performance, unless the pro-
cess made it possible for effective corporate control. A possible outcome of the
voucher could have been a scenario with thousands of small and disinterested
shareholders, great logistital problems connected with general shareholders
meetings etc. - Le. a situation that would de fucto leave the old management in
control.

Even though the classical owner-entrepreneur is not a realistic alternative
in Slovakia because of its large-scale, capital-intensive, industrial structure there
are still good grounds for saying that corporate control is more likely to be effi-
cient where there are larger blocks of sharesso. Still, in CSFR the toncentration
of voucher points in the hands of the funds, and subsequently ownership, caused
a lot of controversy. The fears now were the opposite of the initial ones - too
concentrated an ownership structure.81

5.1 Concentrated ownership - the funds
The question then is, was there a strong enough toncentration  of investment
points in the hands of institutional investors to create the possibility for effective
equity-control? Computations done by Marcincir? indicate that this is the case.
Using data from 949 Czech companies he shows that the dispersion of a large
share of the total stock on thousands of individual investors have made it possi-
ble for the funds to take control of a majority of the companies - in spite of the
regulations that maximised their holding in a given Company to 20%. He
demonstrates that if one excluded these small shareholders the single largest
fund would have defucto  controlling stakes (2 50%) in 146 companies; the two
hargest funds in 473 companies; the five largest funds in 754 companies - all in
tomparison  with the total sample of 949 companies. Further, there is nothing
that indicates that there would be a qualitatively different situation in Slovakia
where there were even fewer funds/investment point. In other words, equity-
control of the newly privatised companies potentially rests with the institutional
investors.

80 See discussions  in Shleifer & Vishny (1986); Caves (1990); Leech & Leahy (199 1); Komai
(1990).
81 As a tomparison it could be noted that in Japan about 40% of the stock in listed companies
is owned by finantial institutions (incl. insurance companies). Source: Aoki (1990),  p. 14.
However, in Slovakia these fears, combined  with a politital and ideologital resistance  to fund
ownership, would lead to circumcisions of the powers of the investment funds - in some
cases even revoked licenses.
82 Marcincin (1994),  pp. 4-8.
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The conclusion to be drawn from this is that the long-term effects of pri-
vatisation Will to a large extent be dependent on the incentives and behaviour of
the funds. In short there are two opposite fortes affecting the behaviour of a
fund: the long term interest which provides incentives for active participation  in
the management of the companies in their portfolio; and setondly  a short-term
interest in maximum profits and dividends caused by a pressure for dividends
from the funds. Naturally the behaviour Will also be dependent on a number of
other factors such as the human resources (know-how) available to the fund and
the structure of its portfolio. To exemplify we Will  look briefly at the
investment-behaviour in the first round by two of the major investment funds,
Ceska Sporitelna and Harvard Capita1 & Consulting.

Harvard Capita1 & Consulting
Harvard Capita1 & Consulting (HCC) was the third biggest investor in the first
wave in CSFR, and remained so in the setond wave which was only realised in
the Czech Republic.  HCC was the founder of eight different funds that together
attracted 8 14,000 shareholders. These invested a total of 639 million investment
points with HCC. The investment behaviour of the Company was peculiar com-
pared to the majority of the funds in the sense that it only invested in a total of
51 companies - making HCC the least diversified of all funds. The biggest
number of points was invested into banking  and energy.

It differed from other investors in other respects  too; for example it used a
different tactic in the bidding process, using all 100% of the points collected for
bidding in the first wave63. This should probably reflect the strategy of buying
certain companies, rather than nying to wait for lower prices. The bidding tac-
ties resulted in the eight funds within the group acquiring book values/l,OOO
points ranging between 29,000-38,OOOsh.  As a consequence of the low diversifi-
cation one can see that HCC in general has been a very active participant  in cor-
porate govemance.

Ceska Sporitelna
An example of a different strategy is exhibited by the largest fund in CSFR,
Ceska Sporitelna (CS). CS was the biggest investor in wave one, with more than
one million investors of which more than 800,000 persons entrusted their full
1,000 investment points. This gave CS a total of 950 million points, 11% of the
total number in wave one, and 15% of all points entrusted to funds. Its strategy
has been to become a universal fund, investing in all sectors and regions of the
country. It claims to have been aiming at a balante  between risk diversification
and effective execution of shareholders rights.

This strategy gave CS an initial portfolio containing about 500 companies,
of which the ownership share varied between IO-20%  in more than half. The
maximum 20% was purchased in 48 companies. It is interesting to note that  they
also purchased a significant portion of Ceska Sporitelna Banka (CSB) - its

83 Wendelova & Bukac (1993)  p. 15. (Petra Wendelova was at the time Managing Director
of the Harvard Stock Exchange  Company Inc.(HBS), a sister Company  to HCC)
84 Wendelova & Bukac (1993),  p. 16.



own founderss. Compared to the strategy pursued by HCC this strategy gave a
significantly lower average book value/l,OOO invested points - about 22,000
Kcs. compared to the 29,000-38,000  of HCC. Another interesting tomparison  is
that in the setond wave CS only became the tenth largest fund with 2% of total
points, while HCC remained the third largest investor  with 4.7% of total
points.86

5.2 Funds, banks & companies
The above examples point to rather differing strategies, but also to a general
problem in the first wave, Le. the funds might have been too successful in col-
lecting points and rather less successful in attracting enough internal compe-
tence. Naturally the great number of funds helped in creating this precarious sit-
uation. To begin with there was definitely too little control over who could start
a fund, the minimum founding capita1 was as low as 100,000 Kcs.
(approximately 3,500 USD). In other words, it was an easy task to establish
about 500 funds but far more problematic  to find 500 qualified fund managers in
a country with no prior experience in this kind of activities. However, this prob-
lem Will probably be solved over time as experience accumulates.

Another criticism put forth is more serious though and concems the pre-
dominant founders of the funds, i.e. the banks. All banks established their own
IPF’ss7 and in general it has, with the exception of HCC, been the funds estab-
lished by the major banks that were the most successful in attracting investors.
Approximately 57% of the total number of points were invested in funds estab-
lished by banks@. This does to some extent resemble the German system de-
scribed above; the main differente  though is that the banks in Slovakia to a large
extent still are owned by the state. This then talls  for a survey of the banking
system (see section below).

A problem with this dominante  of the banking  sphere relates to the issue of
the finantial  restructuring of the companies. Sinte  decisions by the fund regard-
ing the rimning of a Company are likely to have direct consequences on the bank
and its loan-portfolio there is a real and evident risk for a conflict of interests
between the nominal owners of the funds (the individual shareholders) and the
founder and administrator of the fund - the bank. This is made even more seri-
ous sinte it is not unlikely that the bank, albeit not being an owner, has a more
direct influence on the decisions of the fund (IF) than do the owners, especially
sinte it usually owns the investment Company (IC). It has also been stated by
managers of bank funds that one of the objectives of the fund is precisely to se-

ss Investment of this type was forbidden by law from 29 May, 1992 for funds founded by
banks, but a loophole in the law allows bank ownership of up to 10% by “granddaughter”
funds - belonging to bank subsidiaries. At the same time it could be added that many
smaller  funds were set up by companies with the sole purpose of gaining control of the
factory in question. Source: Slovakia: Resrructuring for recovery (1994),  p. 49.
86 Wendelova & Bukac (1993),  pp. 6-9. (Vladimir Bukac was at the time Executive  Director
of the Investment Savings Bank Company)
87 Bulir (1993),  pp. 6-8.
ss Wendelova & Bukac (1993),  p. 6.
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cure the retum of sources borrowed to the companies in question in the pastss.
This then adds up to a tonfusion  of the roles of the different actors. In our theo-
retical framework we showed that banks would be the most important in debt-
control, while the equity holders (investment funds) would be engaged in
equity-control. However, in Slovakia these are in practice the same actors,
therefore the question remains whether they Will be able to separate these
functions.

Another problem with the strong influence of the banks is that the banks
might have different interests than the funds regarding the development of the
stock-market. Whilst the funds and its owners have an interest in a developed
stock-market where evaluation of the firms is effective, the banks may feel hesi-
tant sinte a well functioning stock-market Will also increase the possibilities to
raise venture capita1 by new emissions - a development that could reduce the
importante  of the banks in financing enterprises. The situation could in short be
described by the figure below.

Figure 3. Connections and interests among furids,  banks, companies and shareholders.

lnfluence through Bank
investment decisions Influences the banks portfolio

/ due to outstanding loans

Very limited influence
due to very dispersed
ownership

investor

E>
_T IFund

\
Compan

Individual- - - - -

~~

Influence through corporate
control and decisions about
fmancial restructuring

The figure illustrates one aspect of the corporate govemance relations that have
evolved, i.e. the limited influence of the individual investors due to the close
and interdependent relationship between banks, funds and companies. It also
illustrates who the main actors are, i.e. the banks and the more than 100 invest-
ment funds90.  The Economistsl has described these funds as “surrogate  owners”
- thereby missing one of the main points with the voucher scheme. The
voucher scheme laid the foundations for a capita1 market in both Slovakia and
the Czech Republic. Already at the outset in the spring of 1993 Slovak investors
could trade in about 500 securities - a figure which could be compared  the less
than 30 securities that were traded a year later on the Warsaw and Budapest ex-
changes respectively92. Predominant owners of these shares are the fin-ids, i.e.
the funds are, by all measures, the owners. Of crucial importante  is their be-
haviour, incentives and naturally their possibility to influence the companies.

89 Stated by Vladimir Bukac,  then executive  director  of CS fund, in Wendelova & Bukac
(1993),  p. 20.
9. In April 1994 there were about 130 funds registered in Slovakia. Source: Fisher (1994),  p.
29.
91  The Economist, January 21, 1995, p. 69.
92  Fisher (1994),  p. 29.
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With this we leave the funds to take a brief glimpse at the banking structure
before we tum our attention to the actual stock-market.

5.3 The state and the finantial markets
The objective of this section is to provide a short history and an outline of the
finantial system in Slovakia. Like all transforming economies Slovakia (then
Czechoslovakia) started  out with a mono-bank system where one bank acted
both as a central bank and the only commercial bank, in this case the Statni
Banka Ceskoslovenska (SBCS = the State Bank of Czechoslovakia). In addition
there was a savings bank in each republic,  Slovenska Sporitelna Banka (SSB) in
Slovakia and Ceska Sporitelna Banka (CSB) in the Czech Repubiic, and a joint
bank for foreign exchange  transactions,  Ceskoslovenska Obchodni Banka
(CSOB = Czechoslovak Trade Bank). These banks were all given universal
banking licenses in 1990, marking the break-up of the previously strictly state-
controlled  system.

In 1990 the entire structure was changed into a two-tier banking system,
leaving the SBCS with the normal functions of a central bank - to implement
monetary policy and regulate the commercial banks. At the same time three new
banks were created to take over the remaining functions  of the mono-bank, in
Slovakia Vseobecna Uverova Banka (VUB = The General Credit Bank), in the
Czech Republic  Komercni Banka (KB = the Commercial Bank), and jointly for
both republics Investicni Banka (IB = the Investment Bank).

When the country split IB was to be divided between the republics  and in
Slovakia the off-spring would be named Investicna a Rozvovova Banka (IRB =
the Investment and Development Bank). On 1 January 1993 also the state bank
(SBCS) was divided between the republics and the State Bank of Slovakia
(SBS) was born. Two other new entries on the banking market was
Konsolidacna Banka Bratislava (KBB) and Slovenska Zarucna Banka (SZB).
KBB was initially set up as Konsolidacna Banka (KON) in CSFR with the sole
purpose of taking on badly performin,0 loans from industry, and later divided on
1 January 1993 when KBB took over the Slovak Republics  part of KON. SZB
was set up by the state to issue guarantees to small- & medium-scale businesses.
These developments are illustrated in the figure below.
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Figure 4. Transformation of the mono-bank system in Slovakia

1

Time

pre-1990

1990

1993 (SR only)

SR CSFR CR

SSB VUB SBS IRB SZB KBB
) Total frgures Dec. 1993: 17 banks; 9 branthes & 6 offices of foreign banks.

Note: SSB = Slovak Savrngs Bank; SBCS = State Bank of Czechosiovakia; CSB = Czech Savings
Bank; CSOB = Czechoslovak Trade Bank; VUB = The General Credit Bank; IB = Czechoslovak
Investment Bank; KB = The Commerciai Bank (Czech Republic); SBS = State Bank of Slovakra; IRB =
The Investment and Development Bank (Slovak Republic); SZB = Slovak Guarantee Bank; KBB =
Consokdatlon Bank of Bratislava.

As can be seen there has been a large increase in the mimber of banks active in
Slovakia. Many of them are off-springs from the pre-1990 banking  system, and
many have come into being as a consequence of the division of CSFR. The most
important step in the reformation of the banking sector though was to open up
the finantial  market for new entries, a fatt that resulted in Slovakia at the be-
ginning of 1994 having 18 commercial banks93. In addition there were nine
branthes and six offices of foreign banks.

What is interesting to note is that although the number of banks have in-
creased many times, the toncentration  is still very high. The three largest banks,
VUB, IRB and SSB in December 1993 together held 69.4% of the loan portfolio
and 94.4% of deposits in the banking system (see figure below) - that is after
excluding the KBB. It can be noted that the Slovak Savings Bank, attracting
over 50% of total deposits, also is the biggest inter-bank lender. A positive
development to be noted is that the share of private entrepreneurs in commercial
bank loans has risen substantially, from a mere 7.7% at the end of 1991 to
36.4% at the end of 199394.

93 KudMc (1994),  p. 16.
94 Slovakia: Restructuring for recovery (1994),  pp.  25-40.
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Figure 5. Concentration  in the banking sector, Dec. 1993.

53%
H Share of assets ~~ ~~~~~~~~~
q  Share of loans

VUB SSB 14 other

Note: VUB = The General Credit Bank; SSB = Slovak Savings Bank; IRB = The Investment and
Development Bank
Source: Slovakia:  Resfrucfuring for fecovefy (1994).

Control of the banks
Who is it then that controls these banks? As already mentioned this is a prob-
lematic issue where the state, through the National Property Fund (NPF), still
has a possibility to influence the banks95. A short exposition of the characteris-
ties of some major banks, including the ownership structure, is therefore talled
for. As can be seen below four of the banks remain more or less in state control,
not even counting  KBB. SSB, SZB and KBB are wholly owned by the state and
in VUB the state, through the NPF, holds 5 1%96.  Further, in IRB the National
Property Fund is the single largest shareholder with 34% of the stock. Even
more troublesome is the fatt  that it is exactly these banks that account for the
vast majority of lending. Moreover, as was shown above, after privatisation the
banks indirectly have emerged as important actors regarding corporate gover-
nance of industry - through their investment companies and their funds.97

g5 An example of this is the shareholders meeting of Biotiku  in June 1995 when VUB,  who is
the largest shareholder, delegated to the NPF to use their votes - thus making the NPF with
its nominally 16%~share the most powerful  owner. Source: Trend, No. 27/1995, p. 3B.
96 Including 3% set off for possible restitution claims.
9’ Slovakia: Restructuringfor  recovery (1994),  pp. 25-40.
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Figure 6. Ownership share (%C, in the banking  sector,  Dec. 1993.
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Bank
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Note: SSB = Slovak Savings Bank; SZB = Slovak Guarantee Bank: VUB = The General Credit Bank;
IRB = The Investment and Development Bank.
Source: Slovakia; Flestfuctunng  for recovery  (1994).

Looking at some of the bigger banks, their funds, and the ownership of the
banks in Slovakia reveals the potential for continued state control of industry.
This is just to point to the possible conflicts of interest.

The major banks
By far the largest banks* in Slovakia with its about 170 branthes  is VUB, the
dominant commercial bank. It tame out as part of the state bank of CSFR after
1989. At the end of 1993 it was also the sixth biggest in the whole of Eastem
Europe with a capita1 of 300 million USD99.  The NPF holds a total of 51% in
VUB, which in tum founded the largest fund in Slovakia, and fourth largest in
CSFR - VUB Kupon.

VUB Kupon collected 500 million investment points, about 1/5 of the total,
from 53 1,419 investors. The investors were attracted by promises of a minimum
fixed retum of 1,200% and loans in VUB using the shares of the VUB Kupon as
collateral.  These points were invested in 238 companies, giving VUB Kupon a
portfolio with the nominal value of 12 billion Sk. The strategy seems to have
been to concentrate on a few industrial sectors: engineering (22%), chemicals
(15%), energy (12%), and metallurgy (9%). Almost 50% of the portfolio is de-
voted to 70 companies. Among these companies the VUB bank is also found,
i.e. they have used the aforementioned loophole in the law.100

Konsolidacna  Banka Bratislava (KBB = The Consolidation Bank of
Bratislava) is the setond largest bank after VUB and was originally created to
absorb bad debts from companies and other banks. During 1993 VUB sold two

9E According to capita1 in millions of Sk., figures  from year-end 1993.
99  Central European Econornic Review, Vol. 2, No. 4, p. 38.
loo Slovakia: Restructuring for recoveq  (1994), p. 50.
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billion Sk. of bad loans to KBB’at , KBB is owned to 100% directly by the state.
KBB is not active with regard to investment funds.

The third largest bank is IRB (Investicna a Rozvojova Banka = the
Investment and Development Bank), a commercial bank where the state after
privatisation held a significant stake of 46.8% through NPF, later to be diluted
to 34% by a capital increase. IRB is an off-spring from the IB sinte it took over
the Slovak Republics  assets in that bank in 1992; the IB was in tum an off-
spring from the mono-bank. Its main importante  is as creditor to heavy industry.
The only fully state-owned bank among the larger ones is Slovenska Sporitelna
Banka (SSB = Slovak Savings Bank), a savings bank with about 700 branthes.
It is the fourth largest one in Slovakia and 100% state-owned.102  A less charm-
ing fatt about these four largest bank is that they together accounted for 91% of
all bad loans~O3. Further, figures from the SBS gives that almost 1/3 of all out-
standing credits are not paid back in accordance with the agreed terms of pay-
ment’@+.

The ortly new bank among the larger ones in Slovakia is Istrobanka, a new
private bank established in 1992, which is the fifth biggest in the country. It is a
bank which is 10% owned by GiroCredit from Austria, but the remaining 90%
is owned by the Slovak insurance Company Slovenska Statni Poistovna (SSP),
which in tum is owned to 100% by the state.105

5.4 National Property Fund
Another very important actor on the market for corporate governance is the
National Property  Fund of the Slovak Republic  (NPF). The NPF was created in
1991 with the task of processing  transfers of property  to new owners. After ap-
proval of a privatisation project by relevant authorities property  rights are trans-
ferred to NPF who then sells or transfers these to the new owners. This holds
irrespective if it is a direct sale of a whole entity or if it includes the transforma-
tion to a joint-stock Company where all or part of the shares are sold for cash or
investment points. In addition to this implementation the NPF also has the duty
to att as owner on behalf of the govemment of all joint-stock companies not yet
privatised, and to be the custodian of any proceeds from privatisationl06.

The National Property  Fund is an independent legal person, controlled by
the presidium supervisory board and an executive board. It is parliament that
elects the president, vice-president and the seven members of the presidium. The
vice-president also chairs the executive board, whose other ten members are
elected by the presidium. In March 1994 the Moravcik-govemment weakened
the govemmental influence on the fund by severing the staff lines between the

‘0’ Central European Economic Review, Vol. 2, No. 4, p. 41.
‘02 Central European Economic Review, Val. 2, No. 4, p. 41.
lo3  Figures based on an international audit as of December 3 1, 1993 - the data from a
similar  audit of the banking system made by McKinsey  the following year are secret. Source:
Trend, No. 1511995, p. 13A.
104  Trend, No. 31/1995.
10s Central European Economic Review, Vol. 2, No. 4, p. 41.
106  Slovakia: Restructuring for recovery (1994),  p. 47.
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government and the controlling bodies of the fund - it now became forbidden
for govemment members to head the NPF107.10*

The fund is a very powerful  organisation with wide ranging tasks (see box
below), and it also is the owner of a significant portion of Slovak industry. At
the end of 1993 NPF had accepted 722 privatisation projects which included
1,210 separate items out of which 1,041 had been executed. The holdings, either
direct ownership or share holdings, then amounted to a value of 2.5 billion USD
(approximately 75 billion Sk.). In this amount is also included what is supposed
to be permanent holdings in 49 companies where the share is 49% of the shares.
The value of the latter then was 430 million USD.109 The objective with much of
its other assets is that they should be privatised; for example during September
1994 NPF sold 47,000 shares in the attractive Company “Hirana” through the
Bratislava Options Exchange
Bratislava Stock Exchange.

110.  Other sales are for example Nafta through the

Box 1. Tasks of the NPF

Looking at the portfolio (see table below) it becomes clear that performing all of
the above administrative tasks leaves very little time to att “as a normal share-
holder” (third point above) in an active manner for the companies it has a stake
in. Therefore the National Property Fund Will,  by and large, behave as a passive
institutional investor - although with significant influence from the state.
Clearly there Will be companies left in the portfolio for a long time and NPF Will
thus remain the single largest shareholder in Slovakia for some time to come.

lo7 (Law No. 60/1994.  Cell. of Laws.) This change should be seen against a background
where Meciar sinte June 1993 had been Prime Minister, Minister of privatisation and head of
NPF - all at once.
lo8 Vaskovic (1994),  pp. 20-2 1. [Vaskovic was then Chairman of the Executive  Committee of
the National Property Fund]
109  Vaskovic (1994),  pp. 20-21.
l lo Walter (1994),  [interview].
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Table 5. Portfolio of the NPF after thefirst wave

Completely 1 Majority priva- (
privatised (no :

Partially / Not l Total
tised (NPF privatised (NPF I privatisedNPF ownership ownership , enterprises

ownership)’ 1 1<47%)’ >47%)’

Total no. of enter- 40 416 54 I 47 557
prises l
Share of 7.2 74.7 1 9.7 ~ 8.4 100
enterprises I

i

Total book value of 6,366 ) 93,683 28,902 7,012 135,963
equity (million Sk.)
Share of total (%) 4.7 68.9 Il 21.3 i 5.2 l 100
Book value of NPF 0 20,950 20,390 7,012 48,352
stake (million Sk.) l
* NPF also controls 3% the of shares set of for the restitution fund
Figures as of September 1993
Source: Slovakia: Restructuring for fecovefy (1994) p. 47.

In the beginning of February 1995 these tigures had changed, the NPF then held
shares in 460 companies worth 98 billion Sk. Also the status of the NPF had
changed after amendments passed by parliament in December 1994 which gave
it the tight to both propose  and decide about direct sales of companies in their
portfolio.111 From February this has also been done on an increasing scale, until
June 20 a total of 132 direct sales were approved  by the NPF. A problem is that
secrecy has increased, the NPF does not provide any information on the book
value of property, what buyers, terms of payments, method of selection etc. 112

5.5 Assessment - an overview of the system
Before turning our attention to the stock-market we Will recapitulate the institu-
tional set-up that has evolved after 1989 in Slovakia. The purpose is to broaden
the view by pointing to the many different agency-problems that exist at the
same time. Helpful in this Will be a figure showing the main actors and their re-
lationships where the different agency-problems all are denoted with an “A”. In
the figure the thickness of the arrows are meant to depict the relative strength of
the relationship between the different principals and agents. It is important to
note that most actors find themselves both in a position as a principal and as an
agent.

Figure 7. Overview of some agency problems

Equity-control +- .._.__-.---  ---- . ..-.---) Debt_cont,-o/
As

DIK A’;1; 1 IF’ASrtCAio, TA;T13af

Note: DIK = individual investor; IF = investment fund; IC = investment Company; NPF = National
Property Fund.

II1 Trend, No. 1011995, p. 5B. This amendment was first passed by the Parliament on
November 4, and then reapproved on December 2 1 after an initial veto by the President.
!12 Trend, No. 31/1995,  p. 5B.
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Looking at the actors one at a time, and starting with the equity-control, we see
that the individtia1 investor (DIK) has three different relationships where he acts
as a principal (Al, A2, A3); a tommon  denominator is that the DIK is weak in
all of them. In his relation to the investment fund he entrusted his investment
points, he is weak due co his minimal voting power. In relation to the firms that
he himself chose to invest in the situation is the same sinte the funds tame to
control 70% of the investment points with the remainder spread among the pop-
ulation. The third relationship (A3) is indirect, and directed towards the invest-
ment Company (IC) that “bis” fund is using. His possible, but very unlikely, in-
fluence derives from the fatt that DIK’s, if united, have the possibility to make
the fund change investment Company. Thus, the ownership structure in Slovakia
has left very little influence for the individual investors.

A setond group of relations, also through equity-control, is between the in-
vestment funds, investment companies and the firms (A9 & AlO). As was
shown the possibility for these to control their agent (the firm) was made possi-
ble through large number of individual investors that entrusted their investment
points to these actors. The question still remains though, in what form they Will
use their influence - as passive equity-holders (i.e. monitoring ex post) or by
taking an active part in decisions of the firm (i.e. monitoring ex ante and
interim)? The scanty evidente  at hand suggest that the funds, to remain prof-
itable, are forced to a combination of the three.

The third group of relations is more related to debt-control and involves the
banking sector. Their main relation is directly with the firm (A4) in forte of
financing investments and managing the Cash-flows of the Company. This gives
the banks a strong position in ex ante and interim monitoring towards the firm,
especially sinte few alternatives for external financing exists. However, this re-
lationship is a two-way relationship (A5) in the sense that a possible bankruptcy
of the firm would have an unproportional (in tomparison  with a developed fi-
nancial system) effect on the banks portfolio. This is so because the existing
banks for the most part are off-springs of the pre-1989 mono-bank system, and
have thus inherited portfolios of loans given under non-competitive terms. The
banks are not only involved in debt-control - in forte of being the founders of
the majority of investment companies and investment funds they are also indi-
rectly involved in equity-control. This control is exerted through its influence
over investment companies and their decisions (A6).

A fourth and final aspect of the agency-relations in Slovakia is the special
role of the National Property  Fund (NPF). They exert equity-control directly
towards the producing firms that are in their portfolio, but they also have the
possibility to control firms through the banks - sinte they have significant
holdings in the formerly state-owned banks. This indirect control amounts to a
mixture  of equity- & debt-control. Related to this, albeit outside of the scope of
this paper, are the agency-problems that exists in relation to the politital  sphere.
The govemment may well want to pursue policies using NPF as an instrument;
further, the DIK’s do have chances of influencing the NPF by electing  a
govemment with a different policy.

“Mixture” is also a good word when attempting to characterise the system
of corporate govemance that evolved in Slovakia. It is not a pure bank-system,
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but at the same time it is far from being the market-system found in Anglo-
American textbooks. What room does that leave for the stock-market, and how
does this market function?  That is the topic of the next section of this paper.

6. The Slovak stock-market - a truly emerging market
The Slovak stock-market is probably the orre that is least written about in the
international press dealing with emerging markets. The reason is not that
Slovakia lacks the institutional set-up necessary for trading - quite the con-
trary. Neither is it because of lack of securities to trade in - at present there are
more than 500 tradable securities. The general cause must rather be sought in
the politital sphere where the politital turmoil has frightened investors and
caused capital to move elsewhere. But, before discussing the problems we Will
look at the organisation of the actual market.

As mentioned above the “market” in Slovakia is in fatt four different ones.
They Will be described separately below, beginning with Bratislava Stock
Exchange,  RM-System and Bratislava Options Exchange,  concluding with a few
tomments  about the market that we know least about - the “street market”, i.e.
off-market trading. A discussion about problems and prospects  for the stock-
market Will follow.

The institutional set-up provides no restrictions  for foreign participation  on
the stock-market. Dividends, interest payments and repayments of capita1 can be
freely remitted abroad. Through a Slovak custodian payments can be made di-
rectly in convertible  currency directed to any foreign bank. Domestic tax regu-
lation states that there is a 15% tax on dividends and interest income, state-
bonds are tax-exempted, and there are double taxation treaties with most
countries. 113

Regulation of the capita1 market in general has primarily become the duty
of the Minisny of Finante  and its capita1 market section. All stocks traded in the
country are in dematerialised form and handled by the Stredisko cennych
papierov (SCP = Securities Centre) which started working in 1993. SCP pro-
vides evidente,  registration and information services to market actors and all
trades must be registered at the SCP. During 1994 it became mandatory to
report the transaction price to the SCP, also for off-market exchanges.

Important companies
Trading on the Slovak market has been dominated by a handful of companies.
In the table below some key fatts are given about the 10 shares that were listed
on the Bratislava Stock Exchange in June 1994. Interesting to note is the low
volume of trade and the extremely volatile prices at the time. Most of the shares
have had prices both half and double as compared to 30 June 1994 - during the
previous 12 months. Also to be noticed is the large holdings of the National
Property Fund.

I l3 Investment Analysis, Summer 1994,  p. 5.
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Table 6. Listed companies on the Bratislava Stock Exchange (BSEJ.  June 1994
Company Actrvity Caprtal  I Share- ~ Volume Pnces on BSE

holdrnp  %  J traded 1
, p/e- _

1 ratio
1(rn parenthesis size

fn
Slovak rankmg 0194. 113016 12 ! 12 /

accordmg to revenue i
1993)
Nafta (17) gas mdustry 3230! 36 1 55: 226673 i 2189 1 620 l 3470 1 15.5
Slovnaft (3) 1petrochemrcal 131681 231 124515’
Juhoslovenské  Celu- paper productron ! I

‘7

77 301
221381 1370

IOzky  a paprerne (24) ’ 7001
690 3227
3551125oj ,

20.1 18.4

Ozeta (25) manufactunng  clothmg 6961 601 131 208801 1235 350 1910 16.7
Tatramat  * home appkances 4451 53 \ 111 14860!  3501 335 1850 7.6
Plastika (33) plasttc  products ! 692’ 861 0; 131851 10901 400 2100 10.1
Biotika (36) pharmaceutrcs 42 1 41 i I 520 3118) 15.2
Chemolak (28) , chemtcals (parrits,enarn&) (

770 ;
5 0 1 98~ 2~ ‘1170/

12115 1345 l200/
620l 27001 7.3

Kosicka MIlekaren’ darry products , 2 4 6 291 21 1 89481 3501 1 1 5  4501 37.6
Sarisské Pekarne a ! bakery 8 confecttonery ’ 19.5
Cukrarne’ i pro-duds; foodstoff drs- I

trrbutron
* = not among the 50 largest, hut please note that many of the largest tompantes are still not
privatised, especially those within energy and publit  utilities
Source: Investment Analysis (1994),  pp. 5-8; Central European fconomic Review,  Summer 1994, p,
13.

Slovnaft Inc. is the Slovak giant within petrochemical, crude oil and plastics
market. It produces more than 150 different products and has acquired a
favourable finantial  position. Slovnaft is among the most traded shares on the
Bratislava markets, and also among the first to be listed at BSE. It is an export
oriented Company with 43% of its production  being exported  (1993). It also runs
its own chain of filling stations.

Other shares that are heavily traded,  although at the time of writing not
listed on BSE, are VUB (the General Credit Bank); IF Agrofond (an investment
fund); Nafta Gbely (oil processing);  Slovenska Poistovna (the dominant insur-
ante Company); Figaro (a chocolate producer); and, VSZ Kosice (Eastern
Slovakian Iron Works).

6.1 The Bratislava Stock Exchange
The Bratislava Stock Exchange (Bunu cennych papierov v Bratislave, below
BSE) was established in early 1991 by ten Slovak finantial  institutions, rules
and regulations for the exchange were adopted late 1992 and the first day of
trading was 6 April 1993. BSE is based on the principle of membership, i.e.
only authorised representatives 114  of members are permitted to trade on the ex-
change - non-members must consequently use these to pursue trade. To be-
come a member the first requirement is a lieense from the Minisny of Finante;
in addition an entry fee and annual membership fee must be paid to the BSE.
Only legal persons registered in the Commercial register can apply for member-
ship, and at the end of 1993 there were a total of 24 members, 20 finantial insti-

Il4 Individuals who have passed the brokers examination.
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tutions (mostly banks), three brokers  and the NPFll5. On 11 November 1994 this
had increased to 32 organisations, mainly banks and brokers*lh.

On the first day of trading there were enly two listed bonds to trade in, both
bank issues. Consequently volumes were extremely low, with a total volume of
trade for the first three weeks of 270,185 Slovak crownsll7. Computerised trad-
ing began 1 July, at the same day as all types of listed securities were put on the
market. On 15 July the big bulk of shares were added - all registered shares in
Slovak companies from the first wave of voucher privatisation were put on the
unlisted market. Another milestone was 11 October when daily trading began,
something that would lead to an increase in volumells.

The different markets and trading mechanisms
The Bratislava Stock Exchange consists of three different markets (three tiers),
the Main market (1 st tier), the Junior market (2nd tier), both only for listed se-
curities, and a market for unlisted securities (3rd tier). Regulations for these
markets differ, especially conceming rules for disclosure. To have a security
listed on the Main market the Company  issuing the security must have presented
audited annual reports to the BSE for three subsequent years. This rule means
that at present the only securities being traded on the main market are govem-
ment bonds of which there were six in 1994.

On the Junior market, the market for other listed securities, the requirement
is that the companies must submit information to the BSE minimum every six
months - this information is then publicised by the listings department of the
exchange in papers like Hospodhske  noviny, Trend, and through international
agencies like Reuters. In addition to this the companies must inform the BSE
about any fatts that could change the value of its shares. Companies failing to
comply with these demands on regular information Will be removed and instead
traded on the unlisted market. The BSE has been very active in spreading infor-
mation about companies traded on the exchange.

In November 1994 there were a total of 31 listed securities, of which six
were state bonds issued by the Ministry  of Finante,  traded on the main market.
On the junior market there were 17 different share issues”9,  two fund certifi-
cates and six bonds’20.

To be traded on the unlisted market the only requirement is basic data
about the stock issue, the issuer, and the basic annual report. On this market

Il5 Annual Report 1993, p. 18.
Il6 Kuntkov6 (1994),  [interview].
11’ Fisher (1994),  pp. 33-34.
11s To start with trading had been once every 14 days, then weekly until 11 October.
119 The shares were the following  (in order of listing date): Slovnaft, OZETA Odevné
zavody, Chemolak, Plastika, Biotika,  Juhoslovenské celulozky  a papieme, Tatramat, Kosicka
mliekaren,  Nafta, Sarjské pekame  a tukrame, Tatra Kupan Fond, Mraziame, Vseobecna
uverova banka, IF VUB Kupan, Harvardsky rastovy investicny fond, Harvardsky
dividendovy investicny fond, Povazsky cukrovar a.s.
120  Kunrkova (1994),  [interview].
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trade can be pursued in more than 500 different securities, although according to
stockbrokers the bulk of trading takes place in 50 of these stocksrzl.

This high total number of securities, on a market with very little liquidity,
prompted the BSE to introduce two parallel trading systems which they ca11
“floor-trading” and “direct-trade”.  The BSE floor-trading is a continuous trading
system only for listed securities. Here demand and supply are continuously
matched according to the orders directly from the brokers of the individual
members. The other system that was developed in late 1993 is a system of
batch-trading which was designed to enable trading in the unlisted securities.
Here share-prices are based on aggregate demand and supply for a single share
and the price is set to the leve1 at which the maximum number of bargains can
be matched - the result is a fixed price for a particular security. Offers are
matchable as long as the purchase  price is equal to or grater than this price, or
the sales price is equal to it or smaller.

Figure 8. Direct  trade compared tofloor-trade,  BSE, (Sk./month)
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Please  nofe - loganfhmc  scale!

1 000 000 000 --~-- -cBSE Floor
6 Direct trade

Source: Based on figures from the Bratislava Stock Exchange

Once a deal is concluded settlement (delivery vs. payment) Will be achieved on
the day t+3 in the case of securities in dematerialised form. On t+2 the BSE
orders the Bank Clearing Centre, where all members must have accounts, to se-
cure payments - at the same time the securities are blocked on the SCP. If
stocks exist and payment is secured delivery Will be the following day, t+3. To
guarantee payments in case of lack of finantial  means on behalf of individual
trade participants  the BSE has started a Guarantee Fund, administered by the
Dutch ING-Bank. All participants are obliged to pay fees to the fund.

Volumes and prices
There are many indices attempting to measure the Slovak stock-market: SIX,
Six-all, Six Fond all, Six 50, Six 30 Industrial, Servis index etc. These all cover
different aspects of the securities market, but when looking specifically at the

121  Finantial  Times Survey, Dec. 16, 1994, p. 11
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BSE the best is probably to use the official index. An official index of the BSE
was introduced on 14 September 1993 when it was set to 100. It is talled SAX
(SAX = Slovensky Akciovy Index = Slovak Share Index).and it was developed
in co-operation with Creditanstalt. SAX is an index based on the eight most
heavily traded securities, and is computed daily. The securities receive their
weighting in SAX according to their trading volume and trading frequency. The
securities are listed or about to be listed. The price development, as measured by
SAX. on the BSE is shown below.

Figure 9. Price development, SAX-index

450 -Index-- ---
400 _

SAX-index 14 Sept 1993 - 20 April 1995
(CAX until 14 March 1994), daily trading.

Source: Based on figures from the Bratislava Stock Exchange

Initially many analysts thought that there would be a strong pressure downwards
due to many DIK’s selling their holdings (DIK = Disposer of Investment
Coupons); however this did not materialise. Instead there was a huge boom
during the first months of 1994 - a boom that was followed by a steep drop.
For the remainder of the year index hovered around 200, although “hovering” in
this case is still connected to very volatile prices. If price development has been
sluggish the same goes for traded volume. As can be seen vommes have been
very volatile. Interesting to note is also that volumes were so low in the begin-
ning of 1994 whilst prices increased heavily. In a sense this proves that the mar-
ket mechanism has been working, i.e. low supply means higher prices. An ex-
pianation for the relatively small supply could be mat funds have been aiming at
gaining controlling stakes in companies rather than diversifying and making
money in the short term. This explanation finds support in the Czech stock-
market where analysts  have found the same pattem of IPF’s being reluctant to
weaken their holdings in companiest22.

122  Transition, May-June 1995, p. 6.
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Figure 10. Monthly volume of trade through BSE April 1993 - March 199.5 (Sk.)
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Source: Monthly statistics; Annual Report 7993.

As for the future, representatives of the BSE see one main problem - liquidity.
In addition to the more than 80% of the trade that is totally off-market they
mean that the Ministry  of Finante  granted licenses to too many actors - not
only to the BSE but also to the RM-Systim and the Bratislava Options
Exchange.123 This is a problem that Will be discussed further below.

6.2 RM-Systéml24
RM-Systém Slovakia, a.s. (RM-S) 125  is an over-the-counter electronic trading
system that tame into being as a consequence of the voucher privatisation
scheme - every person who participated in the scheme was also automatically
registered at the RM-Sl26. The unique feature about RM-S is that it allows every
physical or legal person to conduct trade without using a broker, and orders can
be made at any of the almost 200 offices that are connected to the system.
Brokers and institutional investors are also eligible to use the system.

‘23  Kundkova  (1994). [interview].
l24  This section  is, unless otherwise noted, based  on information obtained in the following
publications:  Trading Rules (1993) [approved by the Ministry  of Finante of the Slovak
Republic  on 19 March 19931;  Buying and selling on RM-Systém Slovakia market (1993);
Technical conditions of RM-S operations (1994).
125  RM stands for “Registracné  Miesta” = “registration sites”, which was the name of the
places established ro handle registration  of voucher bids, so RM-Systém  is in a sense a natural
continuation of the voacher  scheme.
126 The system also exists in the Czech Republic,  where Dusan  Triska (one of the chief
engineers behind the voucher scheme) is in charge of the Company. The Czech and the Slovak
systems are separate companies though.
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It was set up in accordance with a permission from the Minisny of Finante
of the Slovak Republic on 19 March 1993127.  Its legal form is a joint-stock com-
pany whose primary sphere of business is to organise bids on, and offers of,
securities.

Trading is normally anonymous on the auctions, but RM-S also provides
for pre-negotiated trade (direct trade). In addition there are two types of auc-
tions, periodic auctions and continuous auctions. To make things even more
complicated RM-S also differentiates between three types of customers:
“ordinary customers” which usually are the average citizen with a small holding
from the voucher privatisation, trading rather infrequently; “special customers”,
basically brokers  and institutional investors with a relatively high volume of
trade; and “extraordinary customers”, also talled market-makers. They also dif-
ferentiate between three types of services, “basic orders”, “special orders” and
“other orders”, which Will be described separately below.

Basic orders
Taking the example of the “ordinary tustomer” he Will most likely use the
“basic service” of RM-S, a service he uses by filling out a “basic order form”.
To do this he would be referred to one of the about 200 registration offices of
RM-S. At the registration office he fills out an order form for each transaction
he wants to make. On the form is stated the registration and identification num-
bers of the tustomer; the exact time of submitting the order; information about
the type of order - if it is the basic service it would be either a purchase-order
(K-order) or a sell-order (P-order), although other types of orders also exist (see
the following two sections)**s; what security it concems, using the ISIN-number
of the securityl29;  the size of the order in number of securities; and relevant
signatures.

After submission of the order the RM-S conducts a pre-trade validation
with the objective of guaranteeing the coverage of the order. If it is a K-order
(purchasing securities) RM-S “blocks” funds on a special money account in the
Slovak Savings Bank (the so-talled “jumbo account”) where the prospective
buyer has to deposit money. The “blocking” is made on a sum sufficient to
cover the maximum price of the securities and the fees of RM-S. If the order is a
P-order (selling securities) a similar “block” is put on the securities offered for
sale at the Securities Centre on the customer’s account there.

The basic form for trading is the periodic auction where the RM-S pub-
lishes a feasible price range - upper  and lower limits for the security in ques-
tion. The price range is mainly based on the development of the supply and de-
mand and purchase  prices in the preceding auction rounds. Once orders are col-
lected and summarised the RM-S has the aggregate demand and supply for a
specific security, which is then compared. The actual purchase  price (auction

‘27  The internal workings of RM-S are regulated by the Trading  Rules (1993) which were
approved by the Ministry  of Finante of the Slovak Republic on 19 March 1993.
128  “K-order” stands for “kupa” = purchase, and “P-order” stands for “predaj” = sale.
129 ISIN is the English abbreviation of the International Securities Identi’cation  Numbering
system for the numbering of securities.
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price) Will then be calculated by RM-S. The Trading Rules states that: “An auc-
tion price is the price, at which it Will be possible to accomplish the transfer of
the highest number of securities from clients for whose benefit individual P-
orders were submitted to clients for whose benefit individual K-orders were
submitted on condition  that all these orders contain only a basic volume specifi-
cation. 130”

This can have two basic results: either the purchase price is within the an-
nounced feasible price range (“equilibrium”)  and then orders Will be met to dif-
ferent degrees, or the price is higher or lower than the announced range and then
no orders Will be met (“imbalance”). Even if “equilibrium” is achieved it is not
certain that orders Will be exactly met. Buyers may receive only a portion of
their order, but they may also receive more securities than they ordered.  The
latter is possible sinte a basic order contains no definite price specification  and
the RM-S considers the total investment (the amount “blocked” on the account)
to be the decisive factor for defining the size of the order. If the price then ends
up in the lower part of the feasible price range the tustomer  may receive more
securities than ordered.

After these computations and allocations are finished there remains only
the implementation of the results. RM-S then organises the transfer of money
from the buyer’s accounts to the accounts of the sellers, and the parallel transfer
of securities from the “property” accounts at the Securities Centre of the seliers
to the buyers. After this is done the “blocking” of any remaining money or se-
curities is lifted.

The disadvantage with this type of orders is that a transaction can take
almost three weeks before the seller receives his money. This system of trading
is obviously not an alternative for frequent trading.

Special orders
In addition to the above rather inflexible basic service the RM-S also facilitates
more complex  services. These services are primarily used by special clients, but
are also open to ordinary clients. Special clients are usually institutional in-
vestors, brokers and, to a limited extent, private persons engaged in high-
volume trading. These clients must sign a special written contract with the RM-
S and the main differente  compared to ordinary clients lies in the way they can
place their orders - instead of using the normal order form (paper) they place
their orders either through submitting a computer diskette or by sending a batch-
file via modem, or they can be connected on-line and trade in real-time. It
should be noted that “special orders” do not denote the technique used by spe-
cial clients but rather the range of services available by complementing the basic
orders with a number of specifications  - thus it is also open to “ordinary cus-
tomers”.

130 Trad@ Rules (1993),  §45:2
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ons 10 oraersTable 7. Special specijkati
Title of special specification I

’
Contents of corresponding service

Designation for continuous
auction
Combined classifications
PPN = “valid until
cancelled”
Stop price

Limit price

Stop price and limit price

VAN = “all or nothing”
Limit on the volume of

An order is not included into a periodical auction, but into an auction
round of a continuous auction.
An order is included both in a periodic and continuous auction.
The effectiveness of the order is not limited to one auction round. The
o’rder can be repeatedly included into subsequent auction rounds.
The effectiveness of the order is postponed until after the commence-
ment of an auction round in which the ourchase orice is in a soecific
relationship to the stop price defined bi the tustomer.
K-orders Will not be satisfied when the purchase price in the given
auction round is higher than the limit price. P-orders Will  not be satisfied
when the purchase price is lower than the limit price.
Combination of oostoonement of the effectiveness defined bv the stoo
price and special price specification defined by the limit price.
In the auction round the order Will be satisfied either fully or not at all.
K-orders Will never be satisfied to a larger extent than the nominal., .,.

Investments 1 number of snares spectnea In tne oraer.
Source: Buying and selling on RM-Sysfém Slovakia market (1993),  p. 47.

A major differente  compared to the basic service is the possibility to use con-
tinuous auctions rather than the periodic ones. A continuous auction is one
which Will be organised as soon as a change in the central retords of RM-S oc-
turs for a specific security - caused by an entry of a new order. Thus auctions
Will occur every day. Further, the purchase price is here defined regardless of
the prices defined in the periodic auctions - thus opening for two sets of prices
on the same market. The major advantage with continuous auctions is that trad-
ing can take place as soon as the need occurs, thereby speeding up transactions.

Other orders
This third category of orders concems additional services provided by RM-S,
not directly linked to the trade-operations. The selection of other services is
shortly described in the table below.

Table 8. Summa- of other orders provided by RM-S
Title of other order Contents of corresponding service
n-order lT = “tvorca trhu” = “market make? - collection of services

provided to persons registered as market makers (see below).
Publication of an invitation to trade in Publishing a non-binding bid or offer, including identification
accordance with code “441” of submittor.
Publication of an Invitation to trade in Publishing a non-binding bid or offer, excluding identification
accordance with code “661” ! of submittor.
Direct sale or direct purchase ~ Securing sale or purchase through other method than

~periodic or continuous auction.
Statement from RM-S “iumbo Providinq the tustomer  with information on his balante on the
account” “‘urnbo &count”.
Transfer of money from “jumbo 1 Transfer of money by a postal order lo the home address of
account” accordinq to code “12” i the tustomer.
Transfer of money from “jumbo Transfer of money to a special account defined by the
account” accordinq lo code “4.5” tustomer.
Cancellation of order K- & P-orders already accepted can be cancelled with this by

the tustomer  - providinq they were not previously satisfied.
Cancellatlon of registration Customers who no longer wishes to be registered at RM-S, or

; does not wish to have several registrations, can cancel thelr
~ reqistrations with this order. 1

Source: Buy/ng  and selling on FM-Sysfém Slovakia market (1993),  p. 48.
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All services, with the exception of “TT-orders” which are only available for “ex-
traordinary customers”, can be supplied  to all customers. “Extraordinary cus-
tomers” are market makers (MM) which can apply to the RM-S for the status as
market maker for a specific security. Once accepted, the market maker can/must
issue an “open order” (named a TT-order) where he states how many units of
the security he promises at any time to buy and at what price, as well as how
many units he promises to sel1 at any time 131.  These TT-orders can thus be used
as a “buffer” by the RM-S when “equilibrium” is achieved but not all individual
orders can be met.

Volumes and prices
Initially the RM-S was stronger than the BSE, but this has gradually changed in
favour of the BSE. On the first 118 continuous auctions the average traded vol-
ume was about 2.8 million Sk.; this could be compared with the average total
volume (on the floor and direct) per trading day on the BSE which was 25 mn
during 1994 (see figure 14).

Figure 11. Volume and average price on continuous trading, March 3 1994-April21  1995
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Similar developments regarding volume and prices are also found on the RM-S,
with low volumes and rather high average prices for the shares during the first
part of 1994 (note that all shares issued had the same face value, i.e. 1000 Sk.).
When volumes picked up somewhat later during the year prices fell.

131  Trading Rules (1993),  §24:2a.
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Figure 12. Volume  and average price on periodic auctions, 40 auctions
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Source: Computations on data from RM-Systém Slovakia

A differente  compared to the BSE is that price volatility has been even greater
on the RM-S. It is also obvious that the continuous trading has gained a lot in
volume relatively the periodic auctions where transaction times are longer. This
could be an effect of decreased interest from the individual investors who are
the most likely to use the periodic auction and its “basic service”. It should also
be noted that the pricing mechanism has not been working in the same manner
on the periodic auctions as on the continuous auctions, sinte in the former case
increased volume was coupled with increasing prices but not on the latter. As a
consequence of the diminishing interest  for the periodic auctions it was decided
in July that they would no longer be arranged for all securities, only a lesser
number of selected securities*32.

6.3 The Bratislava Options Exchange
The third official exchange in Bratislava is the Bratislava Options Exchange
(BOB = Bratislavska opcna burza). BOB began its trading on 2 April 1993, that
is before trading had begun on the BSE, obviously counting  on the BSE to be in
business before the tirst options would expire in October. BOB was founded by
a number of Slovak actors, but with a dominant interest from the Stockholm-
based (Sweden) Option Market System International (OMSI), holding 30% of
the equityr33. OMS1 contributed with the trading system and know-how. The
Bratislava Options Exchange was the first of its kind to open in Central Europe
- and it is still the only one in the region. BOB, although being an options and
futures exchange also received a lieense for trading in shares.

132 Trend, NO. 31/1995,  p. 6B.
‘33 Among the other shareholder could be mentioned Slovnaft, Slovak Savings Bank, IRB,
Niké and Kerametal.
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Trade on BOB occurs  every weekday, except for the 6-month  futures
where the third Friday in the month is the expiry day every month. On these
days no trade is conducted in the 6-month  forwards. Trading is at present in
stocks and forwards stocks (one day, three or six months futures). The one-day
futures were introduced on 1 July 1993. These are a unique instrument and serve
as a substitute for the underlying security, but they are never the less the most
successful product  of BOB. Early November 1994 BOB was pursuing trade in
10 different stocks on 6-month  forwards, and trade in one-day forwards was
conducted in 84 different stocksi34.

Just like on the BSE, trade is conducted through brokers  that are members
of the BOB.135 In October 1994 BOB had 45 members, all of them banks, bro-
kerage companies or fundsl36.  A major distinction  of the BOB, as compared  to
the BSE, except for being an options market, is that at BOB all trades are
anonymous. However, in May 1995 there was an announcement that discussions
would start about a possible merger between the BOB and the BSE.

The actual functions of the BOB include trading and clearing. With respect
to trading it is the BOB which sets the rules, accept bids and ask for orders, and
finally closes the options and futures contracts. With respect  to clearing the
BOB first of all calculates the assets which are to be put down as collateral  in
order minimise the risk, and to inspect their tomposition.  BOB also  registers
contracts and organises the delivery of stocks resulting from expired  contracts.
Finally BOB ensures the clearing of payments.

As mentioned above the most successful of BOB’s  products  has been the
“ene-day-futures”.  These comprise an overwhelming majority of all trade.
Volume during the whole of 1993 was 32 mn Sk., of which options accounted
for 5.5 mn and the one-day-futures the remaining 26.5 mn Sk. For the period
from 1 July 1993 (when the “one-day-futures” were introduced) until 31 March
1994 they accounted for 698.6 mn out of a total tumover of 732 mn Ski3-i.

134  Walter (1994),  [interview].
135  According to Trend there were discussions started  in May 1995 about a possible merger
between the two exchanges.  Source: Trend, No. 19/1995.  p. 2B.
136 Burzih, October 1994.
i3’ Fisher (1994),  pp.  34-35.
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Figure 13. Monthly volumes and index 1994, BOB
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6.4 The “off-market”
The oddest feature of the Slovak market is the predominant position of unoffi-
cial trading, a feature which it shares with the Czech market - although in
Slovakia its proportions seems even bigger. It is, naturally, very difficult to get
any information on this trading in spite of the fatt that transactions must be re-
ported to the Securities Centre (SCP). Most estimates hold that this market
comprises between 80-90%  of all trade in Slovak securities. The trading is made
possible because the SCP is obliged to register transfers of ownership of securi-
ties irrespective of how, where or when the transaction has taken place.

Who are the buyers on the street? Nobody can know for sure, but what
seems certain is that the “street-market” is a market for buying shares - either
as part of a strategy to gain a controlling stake in a Company or for selling with
some profit. According to officials at BOB there are some indications  that some
of the less successful IPF’s might be involved in this type of transactionslas. So,
the main actors are brokers and institutional investors pursuing direct trade with
each other - thereby eliminating fees and delays from the official exchanges.
The investment funds can also have an interest in consolidating their holdings
by swapping shares with each other. But, also small shareholders find their way
to this market. They are recruited through advertisements in the dailies and at-
tracted by the uncomplicated marmer of transactions - and, they do not have to
wait for their money.

Why is trading here so extensive, and why can the differentes in price con-
tinue to exist? One factor that must be taken into account is the voucher privati-
sation in itself. At the same time as this process was very beneficial in that it
was/is necessary for the emergence of any stock-market it also had negative ef-
fetts in the sense that it endowed the individual shareholders (DIK’s) with very
small holdings - a fatt that makes even the fixed fee of a broker a strong disin-

13* Walter (1994). [interview].
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centive against  using the official exchange. On average the fixed fee is around
200 Sk., on top of that comes also a percentage of the value traded. However,
this does not explain why also the RMSystém is being rejected by the share-
holders on the scale that it is. Another factor could very well be the deep-rooted
distrust in official institutions and the old habit of using street-dealers when
having to buy foreign currency. Also, Cash-in-hand seems easier and more safe.

This market is in a sense self-generating sinte the basis for its existence is
the general non-transparency of the emerging Slovak market. However, through
its continued existence it is also a prime source for this non-transparency. The
whole set-up rests on a general lack of information - something that it also
breeds. Another problem with this market is that its existence diminishes some
of the educational effect often attributed to the voucher systemr39.

6.5 Assessment - problems and promises
The over-all view of the Slovak stock-market is rather mixed. Making an as-
sessment is by no means straightforward sinte, as was shown above, the stock-
market is still very young, illiquid, volatile and non-transparent - factors that
together make it difficult to make any predictions for the future. Therefore we
Will distuss the problems and promises of the stock-market in tum.

Problems
The problems connected with the stock-market can above all be referred to its
non-transparency and lack of liquidity. These are interrelated in the sense that
the non-transparency is a strong disincentive for new investors with fresh capita1
to enter the market - thereby retarding its future development. Both of these
factors are also accentuated by the politital  turmoil in the country. The relative
lack of liquidity is also partly a consequence of the voucher privatisation which
gave the funds huge amounts of shares but very little capital.  However, the
major cause of the liquidity-problem on the official markets is the existence and
intensity of off-market trading.

This “street-market” drains approximately 80-85% of the available capita1
from the official markets - so one problem seems to lie in the fatt that no
efforts have been made to concentrate trading to one market. Having three offi-
cial exchanges, all with multi-tier systems for trading, and a dominant off-
market “exchange” is probably not the best solution for an emerging market like
Slovakia. Why is this allowed to continue? Why do the central authorities not
aim at toncentrating  the market and thereby making it more transparent? The
question to be put is why the Slovak govemment has continued to sanction this
unofficial trade by accepting that the SCP registers deals other than those carried
out on one of the official exchanges. This is all the more confusing sinte the
RM-System exists to cater for the average “small-holder”.

One possible explanation for the current state of affairs could well be the
ongoing battle among the three official exchanges for market shares. Although
attempts at co-operation have been made, this “in-fighting” has seriously ham-

139 For a discussion of these positive effects see for example Boytko et. al. (1994a).
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pered them in their ambition to reduce off-market trading. Thus they have not
been able to put much pressure on the govemment. Another factor is the indeci-
siveness of the authorities; even though there seems to be somewhat of an un-
derstanding of the problem, there is no consensus on what to do about it. There
have been talls to concentrate trading both from the previous govemment of
Jozef Moravcikl40 and from the govemment before that, which discussed  a
merger of the RM-System and the Bratislava Stock Exchange - an idea which
was not welcomed by any of the affected partiesl41.  Still, not much has hap-
pened.

Some Observers want to explain this indecisiveness with a politital  prefer-
ence for the broader  and more publiely accessible RM-S where “the average cit-
izen” can take care of his business without using any middle-men (brokers). For
example the RM-System was characterised by a fund manager as “a really
communist approach to the stock market“142  Another example referred to by.
advocates of the superiority of the BSE is that preparations for the establishment
of BSE had been going on for two years but shortly before the planned opening
in early April 1993 the Ministry  of Finante  suddenly wanted to use the building
in question as offices for EBRDi43.  On the other hand there exists similar alle-
gations from the RM-S to the effect that there is a politital  preference for the
BSE - to the detriment of RM-S. Even if none of this should be taken as proof
of politital  preference for any of the markets, it still points to the kind of uncer-
tainty that the capita1 markets have had to live with; the point to be made here is
that a not insignificant part of the problem rests within the sphere of politics.

Many of the problems that the Slovak market has encountered touch pre-
cisely on the lack of regulation. When discussing the regulation of the market
one should bear in mind that many exchanges in the world are less regulated
than the markets in Central Europe and Slovakia’44.  This can be seen as a re-
flection of the different needs that markets on different levels of development
exhibit - typically the large institutional investors would prefer a more con-
trohed and regulated market while small and medium-sized companies would
find it easier to raise capita1 on a less regulated market.

The few attempts that have been made to change the regulations also seem
to have been misguided for some reason or another. One example is a change
connected with the SCP. Initially they did not require the reporting of prices in
order to register a change of ownership. This was later made mandatory and
there was a suggestion of making the SCP publish these prices; this could on the
one hand be considered an improvement - on the other hand it might well have
opened up for further manipulation of the market sinte there is no guarantee

130  Finantial Times Survey, Dec. 16, 1994, p. 11.
141  The Prugue Post, July 21-27, 1993.
1~ Stated by Mr. ,Miles Valta, general director  of the private investment fund Census, in
Wendelova & Bukac (1993),  p. 23.
‘hl Business Week, April 12, 1993, p. 17. [EBRD = European Bank for Reconstruction and
Development]
1~ Trends and poiicies in privatisation (1993),  p. 73.
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whatsoever that the prices reported from the unofficial trades are the correct
ones.

Yet another example is the draft law that was prepared in November 1993
under Meciar 11145.  This law would have required 30 days advance notice from
funds planning to sel1 a volume higher than 5% of a company’s shares. The
same would have applied to selling securities with a value exceeding 10% of the
fund’s assets. According to plans this was to have been reported  to the Ministry
of Finante and the Antimonopoly office. 146  Luckily this law was canceIIed by
the Moravcik govemment on 23 March 1994. The probable effect if introduced
would have been to reduce liquidity and investments.

Promises
Taking  a look at the positive side the greatest accomplishment and promise for
the future is that the stock-market actually exists, i.e. the infrastructure for trad-
ing is in place - albeit with deficiencies. Its development and possible impact
on corporate govemance Will among other things be dependent on the future of
privatisation sinte the processes have gone hand in hand (especially voucher
privatisation). One promising sign is that there are many securities to be traded
- the Slovak stock-market being setond  only to the Czech Republic in Central
Europe. Another positive effect is that a process of leaming is going on, in-
vestors and managers alike begin to see the possibilities of the stock-market for
acquiring shares and raising capital respectively.

The existing market provides a good framework but a commodity still in
“deficit” is foreign capital. It is only a major influx of foreign capita1 that can
make the market a really lively one, however, this is not very likely to materi-
alise with the present politital  turmoil. The Finantial  Times wrote that “the de-
velopment of stock exchanges  and other finantial  institutions [...] is providing
an answer to the basic question that hovered over post-communist Europe only
four years ago - how to create capitalism without capital?i47” Although the
author  does not agree that it is possible to create capitalism  without capital, the
existence of infrastructure for trade can att  as an incentive for potential in-
vestors sinte it increases the amount of investment opportunities and can help to
decrease/spread risk - thereby possibly help to create a positive circle of in-
creased investments and a more lively market which in tums attracts more capi-
tal etc. Also, even though it is not a pure market-system for corporate gover-
nance that is evolving it may still be beneficial for the economic development as
a whole to have both alternatives available - especially sinte the banking  sec-
tor is still rather monopolised, under-capitalised and with a remaining state-
influence through the National Property  Fund.

Furthermore, as is shown below, there are signs that volumes (and liquid-
ity) might be picking up. Increased volume of trade is crucial if the stock market

14s Vladimir Meciar, leader of HZDS (the Movement for a Democratic Slovakia), was put in
office a setond time after the 1992 June elections - the govemment is also referred to as
“Meciar II”.
146 Fisher (1994),  p. 33.
147  Finantial Times, Feb. 7, 1994, p. 12.
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shall be able to make any type of proper evaluation of firms performance and
thereby putting pressure on management. The positive trend on the Bratislava
Stock Exchange for the period January to March means that 1995 Will be the
best year so far conceming volume of trade. This becomes even more clear if
one looks at the average volume per trading day which in 1993 was about 2.5
million Sk.; in 1994 it had risen tenfold to about 25 million/day.  During the first
three months of 1995 the average has been over 116 million Sk./day. However,
this is still a very low volume in international tomparison; total tumover on the
BSE in 1994 amounted to 3.7% of GDP whereas in many economies the corre-
sponding figures are in the range of 50-100%14s.

Figure 14. Voltmes on BSE, Sk. (Yearly accumulated & averageltrading  day) (1993: April-
Dec., 1995: Jan.-March)
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7. Conclusions
In this section we retum to the main topic of the paper, i.e. what system for cor-
porate govemance is evolving in Slovakia?  The issue is of great importante  for
the future economic development in the country, especially sinte the point of
departure for the economic transformation was characterised by a) the existence
of a large and inefficiently managed industrial sector without proper owners,
and b) the collapse of the so-talled planned economy - together this added up
to a large gap with respect to governance and co-ordination. Further, if one
recognises the unfeasibility of re-establishing some type of administrative
resource-allocation and also, as argued for in this paper, recognises the need for
internal co-ordination (corporate govemance) to complement  the external co-
ordination (the product  market and the price system) the need to fil1 this gap is
obvious.

To solve this problem two institutions Will have to be created, firstly the in-
stitution of ownership, and setondly institutions which Will  enabie the new
owners to exert their influence in a rational manner, i.e. structures for control
and govemance. This brings us to the core of the dilemma. In western-style

148 Trend, No. 230995. In Sweden the 1994figure was 46%
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capitalism these are institutions which were able to develop in an evolutionary
manner, i.e. industry, capita1 markets and the rules to govem the same grew and
developed in symbiosis over time - something that is only partly possible in
Slovakia. The problem for Slovakia, as well as other Central European coun-
tries, is that they found themselves with a large industrial sector but without an
economic system to govem it. This then made active involvement in policies,
“designer capitalism” as some would ca11 it, come as a consequence of the
historital  developments.

Even if some type of designer capitalism, in the sense of imposing a new
system, may be necessary when the objective is to replace an economic system
that has cellapsed, it should be noted that implementing a model from above is
both difficult and dangerous. Moreover, one important thing about this model is
that it has to be flexible in the long run. North points out that one of the more
important features for growth is the capacity for adaptive efficiencyl49, i.e. how
well the rules (institutions) can adapt to the ever changing environment. If this is
important in western economies it is all the more so in Central Europe where a)
a non-optimal model Will be imposed from above, and b) the economic
environment is changing very rapidly. Thus, only if it is flexible does this model
have a chance of adapting to the national characteristics. Factors of importante
in our tontext  are the ownership structure, the banking system and the stock-
market - thus it was necessary to study all of them above. How did then
Slovakia fare with these troublesome tasks, and what institutions have evolved
so far?

Regarding ownership the major impetus for private ownership has so far
come through the mass privatisation pursued with vouchers. The process spread
ownership among a large strata of the population at the same time as it gave rise
to a rather concentrated ownership structure with the investment funds as the
major share-holders. The programme was a compromise between the economi-
tally desirable and the polititally  viable. Polititally  it can be seen as a means for
overcoming what Roland talls the ex ante politital  constraints on the govem-
ment sinte it can “buy” popularity with the population at large, giving some-
thing to everyonel50.

Economically the programme succeeded in quickly defining new owners
for industry - the free distribution is thus a way to alleviate the constraints that
the lack of capita1 puts on the pace of ownership transformation. The process led
to the development of investment funds which controlled 70% of the investment
points and thus became the main share-holders. These funds have controlling
stakes in a majority of companies, and the possible influence of the individual
share-holders (DIKs) is consequently minimal, especially sinte the majority of
the funds are founded and to some extent controlled by banks in which the state
still has large holdings. Obviously this is not an ownership structure dominated
by the classical strong owner-entrepreneur, but as Farna151  points out, the sepa-

149  North (1992),  pp. 3- 16. Please note that this statement is not meant to play down the
importante of allocative  efficiency.
150 See Roland (1995),  pp. 35-47.
151  Farna (1980).
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ration of control and management is natural in an industrialised economy;
owners Will have incentives to lessen their risk with the help of a diversified
portfolio, something that Will  lessen their active participation  in the firms.
However, this division between owners and management is exactly what creates
the need for other mechanisms for corporate governance - a possible mecha-
nism is the stock-market.

The stock-market
In the beginning of the paper it was stated that there are four basic functions
connected to the existence of a stock-market. They were:

l to provide evaluation of companies though share-prices
l to provide risk capita1
l to spread risk-bearing
l to enable corporate control

Does then the Slovak stock-market exhibit these characteristics and perforrn
these functions in an adequate manner? The general answer is no - not yet.
But, looking at them one at a time, one sees that the answer varies.

On the question whether it is possible to raise venture capita1 via the ex-
changes the answer is negative. New emissions occur, but not on the exchanges,
according to officials at BOBrQ.  Related to this issue is the fear that existed, and
still exists to some degree, about the possible detrimental effect of the stock-
market on investment financing.  One foresaw a scenario where the funds would
be bleeding the companies for dividends. This scenario could still be realised if
the shareholders of the funds opt for selling back their shares on a large scale to
obtain the promised fixed retum - then the funds could be forced to pressure
for maximum dividends in the companies they control. This would drain the
companies of funds well needed for restructuring and investments. Initially there
were also plans to introduce a capita1 gains tax at 70% for about two years in
order discourage  the selling of securities, but in the end there was orrly the nor-
mal progressive income tax 153.  The legislature also saw this problem and stipu-
lated in the law on investment companies that funds that did not hold sufficient
liquidity to honour their promises to shareholders would be stripped of their
licensesrs”.  However, a factor that speaks against such a scenario on a large
scale is the long time that has passed sinte the initial promises were made - the

ls2 Walter (1994),  [interview].
153 The  Prugue Post, January 27-February 2, 1993, p. 9.
is4 Law on investment companies and investmentjimds, Art. 37. So far this measure has been
applied  by the Ministry  of Finante three times sinte the beginning of 1995. The funds were
VUB Kupon, which is now operating again; PSIS (First Slovak Investment Company), a
ruling which seems discussible (see Trend No. 260995, p. 3B) and has been taken to the
Constitutional Court; and PSIPS, a loss-making fund which actually had difficulties with
honouring their obligations.
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10,000 Sk. promised (some funds more, others less) in 1991 have been seriously
deflated due to the last year’s inflation making the option less attractive’55.

So, only if it grows does the stock-market hold a promise of becoming a
venue for raising capital on a larger scale. At present volumes are too low and
uncertainty about the future course of privatisation too high for this to be viable.
Right now the market is in limbo after the cancellation of voucher privatisation;
many actors were awaiting the results and the issues of new stocks - issues that
Will not materialise. This had serious effects on prices as can be seen below
where SAX-index  has been on the fall sinte April, when it was announced that
the amount of property  would be a lot lower than previously planned,  and the
development was accentuated by the final cancellation in June, reaching 157.3
on August 8. Also, soft capita1 market quotations Will make shares poor collat-
era1 for some time to come. The safest papers to buy are still govemment bonds,
a fatt that causes a certain crowding out of corporate financing.

Figure 15. SAX-index 1995

Sources: Based on figures from the Bratislava Stock Exchange

What about the spreading ofrisk through the stock-market? Here the evidente  is
inconclusive and the answer dependent on the future development. At present
volumes are too low and the actors on the market seem more interested in pur-
chasing controlling stakes in different companies than in diversifying their port-
folios. The possible promise for the future lies in the existence of such a large
number of issues and the established infrastructure, including the existence of
the BOB.

Lastly, and of the most interest for this paper - does the stock-market
provide a mechanism for govemance through the correct and up-to-date evalua-
tion of companies? The answer must be that evaluation is only partly function-
ing through the stock-market. Partly in the sense that it does work for a limited
number of companies - maybe for the 50 most traded issues. For the remaining
vast majority of companies it does not work at all sinte trade in these issues is
minimal. As we showed above about 90% of all trade on the BSE is in the listed
issues. Adding to this the fatt that total trade is very small in an international
tomparison it is clear that the evaluation of the least traded companies cannot be

155  This is underlined by opinion ~011s  which show that only 7% of respondents would sel1
their shares from voucher privatisation if price-hikes would unexpectedly increase
expenditures above the monthly family income, see Trend, No. 18/1995.
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very accurate. A characteristic of the market that futther underlines this conclu-
sion is that prices on the same issue can vary depending on where it is traded.
Thus, the market is too illiquid, volatile and non-transparent to provide a good
and up-to-date evaluation of all the companies. An example is that shares of in-
vestment funds are sold for between IO-45% of their net value of assets, reasons
for this large discount  also include bad information about funds and restrictions
against  a fund buying shares in other fundsi56.

A factor that can help to explain the differentes  in prices of stock - not
only between the official markets and the “street-market”, but also between the
three official markets - is exactly the poor quality and quantity of finantial
information. Even though laws exist forting joint-stock companies to disclose
some information on their situation, i.e. yearly and half-yearly reports, serious
problems exist. Companies are simply not used to this procedure, and they also
have problems changing their book-keeping systems to western standards,
making some of the figures they do release without sense or meaning - or at
least not comparable  to other companies. On top of these problems comes the
obvious interest  in hiding bad results. Although one of the exchanges, BOB, is
trying to lessen the information problems by having an internal tommission
choose what companies to trade in, the situation is far from resolvedl57.

Governance
From this we can conclude that it is not a pure market-system for corporate
governance that is about to develop. As stated earlier a prime characteristic of
such a system is an active market for trading property-tights sinte it relies heav-
ily on “exit” as a mechanism for governance and investors who are wary of
price developments and either sell, or in some cases go through with a hostile
take-over. So far none of this has materialised in Slovakia.

The early optimism in the discussion  on the economic transition in Central
Europe for the development of a “textbook’‘-system of market-oriented corpo-
rate govemance has thus been proven misplaced. In spite of factors that do re-
semble the Anglo-American system on the face of it, i.e. many publiely owned
companies, many shares on the market and many institutional investors, it seems
that the heritage in the form of a predominance of the banking  system within
finante  is stronger. This heritage has even been reinforced after privatisation by
giving a dual role for the banks which now have the possibility to exert debt-
control through its financing  activities and indirectly also equity-control through
their control of investment companies. This is not to say that the stock-market
Will be insignificant also in the future; rather what is about to evolve is a mix-
ture of a market-system and a bank-system where the two could complement
each other. This mixture also holds the promise of being beneficial for these
transforming companies which Will  be in need of finante and guidante.
However, this mixture  brings with it an inherent conflict of interest  when the
banks find themselves in a position where they are both owners and creditors.

56 Trend, No. 2011995.
57 Walter (1994),  [interview].
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On the positive side we can point to the fatt  that ownership was not dis-
persed as the initial fears held, and, as was shown in section 5.1, the overwhelm-
ing majority of privatised companies ended up with principals that have a con-
trolling stake in the companies - a situation not very close to the market-
system, but nevertheless probably good for the companies. Another positive
effect of the voucher scheme was that it lessened the insider problem by not
formalising it as was done in Russia where incumbent management got prefer-
entia1 treatment in buying shares in their companies. This initial situation has
further improved through transactions  on the stock-market where investors have
consolidated their holdings in different companies.158

Given that the market-system for govemance is not working the develop-
ment of investment funds towards something that more and more have come to
resemble holding companies that try to be active in the companies they own
should be welcomed. For many, active monitoring has proved to be necessary if
they want to make a profit. Even if their initial plan was to become a purely
passive investor the problems of the companies, combined with the limited pos-
sibihties to spread risk, have necessitated the active involvement of the owners.
Naturally tbere are exceptions - funds that are purely passive investors trying
to spread risk in the most efficient way. The negative side of the active
involvement is the risks connected with too much of a mixture of the two tools
for corporate govemance, Le. debt-control and equity-control.

Funds then, for example Harvard Capita1 & Consulting, early expressed
that it would be more effective if the “new owners could enforte  their tights on
the base of participation in executive boards. 159” Another factor that speaks
against a full-fledged market-system is the still too illiquid market which makes
market-evaluation of performance difficult. A negative feature is the limit of a
maximum 20% stake in any one Company - a viewpoint shared with the World
Bankl60. This limits the possibilities of consolidating ownership and thereby
decreases the opportunity for a clear structure of governance to develop.
However, one argument in favour of this limit is that by putting a ceiling on the
power of the funds it also reduces their bargaining power in relation to the state
- thereby lessening the risk for rent-seeking behaviour on behalf of the funds.
The more powerful they get, the larger is the risk for them pushing for govern-
ment bail-outs of malperforming companies. This is worrying, especially when
one considers the close relationships between investment companies, banks and
the state (through the NPF).rer

The above described behaviour rather resembles a bank-oriented system,
and the Slovak market also has adopted two distinctive  features from the
German system, i.e. the central role played by banks and the system of supervi-
sory boards as a key to active involvement. In the German model owners usu-
ally enforte their interests through the executive supervisory board - which

15s  This discussion  obviously does not take into account the effects of the type of direct sales
which have been pursued during 1995 and was mentioned in section 4.4.
159  Wendelova & Bukac (1993),  p. 5.
160 See SIovakia:  Resrructuring for recovery (1994), p. 49.
161 During 1995 there has been continued discussion  about limidng  the role of investment
furids, even to limit their right to exercise  their already existing ownership rights.
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then appoints the board of directors, which is practically identical with man-
agement. In the Anglo-American  market-system much of the owners’ function
is based on their own position on the board of directors. This latter type of gov-
ernance might prove difficult in Slovakia sinte the Commercial Code gives
large powers and responsibility to the board of directors. The law states that up
to one third of the board can be elected by the employees, a fatt that may lead to
a dilution of powers in the board where employees and management can block
unpopular measures.

Thus, in Slovakia it is not a market-system that we see; it is definitely a
system which is control-oriented. Control is then enforced both through equity
and debt and in both cases the banks are influential, directly through debt-
control and indirectly through equity-control where the investment companies
founded by the banks att  as tools. However, it is not a pure bank-system either;
the stock-market is too lively and there are too many publiely owned companies
to fit the textbook description of a bank-system. Regarding the future develop-
ment of the system much Will depend on the choices made by investment com-
panies, and a big question-mark in this respect concems who these investment
companies Will be listening to most closely - their founding banks or the
shareholders of the fund they are set to manage? One possible way to lessen the
influence of the banks would be if the shareholders of a fund, at a general share-
holders meeting, could co-operate and entrust the management of the fund’s as-
sets to another investment Company than the one initially appointed by the
founder (bank). But, to be able to show more clearly in what way management
actually responds to these new institutions, more in-depth research on the
company-level is needed.

Implications for policy
The policy implications of what has been shown above are limited. However, in
three areas problems that needs to be resolved are discemible and they are the
structure of the stock-market, the spreading of business information and regula-
tion of investment funds. Regarding the structure of the market future policies
must be directed at diminishing the importante  of “off-market”  trading if the
aim is to have a functioning stock-market. In a sense the present state of affairs
is self-generating sinte the low liquidity fortes major deals off the market. The
obvious thing to do would be to simply forbid it, as was done in for example
Sweden. Such a decision would increase liquidity on the official markets,
thereby also increasing transparency and the possibilities for a proper evaluation
of companies. An additional effect of a better regulated market could be to
attract foreign investors who at present are wonied about entering the market.

Another possibility would be that RM-S handled all trade of issues nof
iisted on the BSE. For the BSE to give up this segment of the market would
mean a loss of approximately 8.5% of its total volume (March 1995)162.  The
present situation has to change. The OECD assessed for example that the RM-

162  Figures from March 1995; based on the figures for 1994 the volume-loss would have been
about 25% - it is too early to say whether the increasing proportion of listed shares is enly
temporary
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System has an important role to play in the tontext  of corporate govemance by
providing a trading mechanism for shares of companies not meeting the
requirements set to be listed on BSE or BOBr63.  A third alternative would be a
merger of two of the trading places, however, the risk with such a move is that it
would be harmful to tompetition, thereby increasing the costs  for trading.

The question remains, why is nothing happening? Answers must be sought
on many different levels, but one of the foremost reasons seems to be that none
of the influential actors have much to gain by changing the rules, i.e. outlawing
the unofficial market. Banks, with the badly functioning market for stocks, have
a virtual monopoly on providing investment capital,  a situation they are also
making the most of. Znvestmentfunds,  which on the surface should be one of the
actors working to regulate the market, also have gains to make from the unregu-
lated market of today. In fatt the present non-transparency of the market makes
their insider knowledge even more valuable. For the ambitious funds this situa-
tion can be seen as an opportunity to consolidate their ownership in attractive
firms. But also for the less professionally run funds the present situation is
preferable; a non-transparent market means very little pressure on the fund-
management. The industrial lobby, where “old management” has an influential
position, also has some incentives to cherish a non-transparent market where
evaluation is poor, in the sense that it makes it possible for under-performing
management to keep their jobs. Finally, small  shareholders  also  still believe that
they can make more on the off-market, and in some cases they most probably
can sinte information about the companies is still inadequate which leads to
distorted prices.

The issue of distorted prices is related to the bad quality and quantity of
available finantial  information. Pressure ought to be put on the companies to
make publit all relevant finantial information and also to standardise this
information to make it comparable.  One source for such pressure is the
exchanges themselves which have the possibility to set the standards in their
contracts with companies who wish to be listed on the exchange. Another source
for pressure could be the central authorities if the department of the Ministry of
Finante which is responsible for auditing funds and companies was allowed to
become an independent body with integrity.

Many of the problems touched upon thus cancerns regulation of one type
or another, and if the policy up to now has been a reflection of some type of fear
of state intervention it most certsinly is misguided. Regulation of this sector  is
definitely a legitimate field for govemment intervention - failure to do so is
negligencei@. Regulation of investment funds belong to this field. however,
regulation should be aimed at increasing transparency and promoting the growth
of mechanisms whereby the owners can exert their influence. An example of the
opposite is the regulation recently proposed by Meciar which Will (if adopted)
deny open-ended funds their share-holder voting rights, limit closed-end funds
to a maximum 5% of the votes irrespective of their actual share-holding, and bar

163  Trends and policies in privarisation (1993),  p. 7 1 ff.
164 For an interesting discussion of market vs. govemmental failure see van Brabant (1994),
pp. 2 1-24.
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funds from the boardrooms of companies 165.  This suggestion has, with due right,
met with an outcry from fund managers and economists!lM

165Business  Central Europe, JulylAugust  1995, p. 15. Regulation of this type has been
discussed  sinte February 1995 when Deputy Premier Sergej Kozlik announced that a law
would come which would prohibit investment funds from taking management roles or having
representatives in the executive  bodies of companies in which they were shareholder. Source:
Fisher (1995),  p. 49.
166 This law was passed a first time by Parliament in July, vetoed by President Michal Kovac
and retumed to Parliament, which on September 8 once again voted in favour of it - thereby
reversing the veto of the President. However, it is most likely  that there Will be an appeal to
the Constitutional Court on grounds that it is unconstitutional. Source: Reuter, September 8.
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